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Big changes are
on the way!
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...risking
your life!
Fix your
brakes!
$195
Brake Master Cylinder 67-75 New
$35
Brake Reservoir 67-75
Brake Master Cylinder 76-80 New
$195
Brake Master Rebuild Kit 67-80
$19
$54
Front Rotor w/HD Pads
Slotted & Vented Rotor set (2)
$68
Rear Wheel Cylinder Set (2)
$25
Rear Shoe Set
$18
$42
Brake Hose Set (all 4)
Brake Hose Set Stainless (all 4)
$73
Lucas DOT 5.1 Brake Fluid
$13.75
Rebuilt Calipers 67-80 Ex
$71
$12
Caliper Rebuild Kit 67-80 (2)
PWD Valve + Switch 67-75
$75
Clutch Master Cylinder OE
$68
Clutch Slave Cylinder 67-80 OE
$65

to order visit:

or call

865-690-1737
Products for the British Car Enthusiast
parts, books, manuals, clothing, tools...
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Looking back at our first issue of the magazine it is really
exciting to see how we have grown. The winter 2000 issue had
32 pages with all but 2 articles written by either Tom or me. I
drew an illustration for the cover because we did not have a
single large photo. The issue was
loaded with what we now consider
“filler”; 2 pages of club listings, 4
pages of vintage ads, etc. We only
had 3 letters and 4 readers’ cars photos (surprisingly one
being Ric Gibson’s Spitfire, the Spit going through a RX7
engine swap now.) At the time is was a great start but
makes us laugh a little now.
Yearly we have a magazine “state of the union”
reviewing the past and discussing the future of the magazine’s direction. Over the past 14 issues Spitfire & GT6
magazine has blossomed to a glossy, exciting magazine with subscribers all
over the globe. We also produce other magazines for many clients and during the life
of this magazine we have seen many others fail. We have taken careful notes and
want to ensure Spitfire & GT6 is not added to the list. We all agree...the magazine
needs to take the next step.
#1. The number of Spitfires and GT6’s is pretty small in North America. We
need to keep our existing subscribers while adding more readers in the rest of the
world and one of the ways we can do this is to get the magazine onto European newsstands. This is a very difficult, generally money loosing proposition but we think it
might be worth it. Now your story won’t just be read by North American owners but
many more around the world (so send us your stories in soon!)
#2. When this magazine was started Spitfires were almost never seen in magazines and the poor GT6... forget it! The email lists would light up like wild fire if ANY
car was spotted. An addition we want is the inclusion of Heralds and Sports 6’s
(Vitesse) as regular members of this magazine’s family of cars. These cars have always
gone through the same media drought that encouraged us to start of this magazine in
the first place. These wonderful cars’ family heritage will add a unique addition.
#3. I will be the first to admit the magazine is far from perfect. There are areas
that probably receive too much coverage; others that don’t receive enough. Since we
are in transition now is the perfect time to make suggestions. We are open to any constructive suggestions. If we can make it better we will... with your help.
#4. I have loved editing this magazine through the years but in order to grow
it I need to focus more time on the building of the “business” of Spitfire Magazine
and less on the daily details of the website and stories. To accomplish this we have
decided to bring on a new editor whose name will be announced next issue. His job
will be to focus on the gathering of stories and helping build the magazine. He has
been carefully chosen, with years of experience and enthusiasm. Since his first issue
will be the next issue please welcome him on board by making his job easier...send
your stories today!
With your help we can get the magazine off the side streets and onto the race
track!

John Goethert
editor
p.s. Thank you to everyone who has sent articles. Those whose stories did not make it
in this issue, look for them in an upcoming issue. As always, we welcome any and all
submissions.
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Dear Spitfire & GT6 Magazine
The reference on page 23 stating that Bill Dentinger owning the
#25 TRS 929HP of the last issue is
incorrect. Bill owns the 1959 TR3
powered Tornado Thunderbolt that is
parked to the left (U.K. registry number "WAU 637" ).
The 929HP TRS has been owned
by Charles Runyan and The Roadster
Factory since the mid 1980s.
I had the car at Mosport by
request of the FOT to be the pace lap
car for the All Triumph Race on
Sunday.
Interesting sidebar...on Friday I
had asked Paul Richardson if he ever
had a chance to ride in one of his
dad's TRS LeMans cars...to which he
answered "no." He was thrilled to
accompany me in the TRS, and I was
grateful to have Paul with me on the
pace lap.
I had the pleasure of knowing
his dad, and remember a special
occasion at the VTR National
Convention in Gainesville, Ga. when
after a few laps on the track at Road
Atlanta, Ken asked me how fast I

had been going in the TRS. Ken
was at the track that day but, of
course, did not see the TRS as it
made the trip all the way 'round
especially on the back straight. As
far as I know, he hadn't seen the car
on a track since LeMans (1961). He
was interested to know how it handled in it's current condition and my
reactions. The final reason for asking me how fast I was going was I
think he knew damned well it would
be hard for anyone, except himself
(and the original drivers), to know
how fast the car was going! Why?
There is no speedometer. (there is a
chronometer style tach...the needle
jumps a "notch" at a time...up and
down. As the engine’s revs increase
and decrease the needle never catches up! Only when you hold the speed
steady for a few seconds does the
tach needle settle down to a fixed
position. Even then you have to
know what track speed equates to the
engine revs {tach position} based on
which gear you're in.)
Ken asked me if I knew how
fast I was going because he knew I
didn't. He asked me if i made it into
"top" gear (4th). I had (there is no
overdrive in the TRSs). He then
asked if i had the tach "above 5"... I
did. He then laughed, and informed
me that I had the "S" above 120mph.
He said the gear ratios were designed
to get the cars up to 145mph on the
Mulsanne straight without an overdrive. The redline is a little above
5500rpm. He knew how fast I was

Check Out What’s

going. When I showed surprise he
said I wasn't supposed to think I was
going that fast because I "was driving a bloody racing car" and that's
the way they were supposed to feel.
He said if the cars felt like they were
going that fast the drivers would be
reluctant to push them that hard. I
only wish now that I could have had
him in the car with me. But I don't
imagine he was a "good passenger"!!
He would rather be behind the wheel
himself. Which would be another
reason for the question...he wanted to
know if his LeMans cars (at least
929HP) were still capable to run a
race track "at speed".
Thanks,
Dave Hagenbuch
The Roadster Factory
John,
I was looking at the web site
and ran across an engine swap on a
Spitfire that I might like to try on
one of my old GT-6 cars . It was a
4.3 L Chevy V6 Swap,by a gentlemen named , Dayton J. Carpenter. I
would like to get some additional
information on some
of the things that may
be required to make
the swap, before
jumping in head first.
Is there any way to
contact him ,or was
there a more detailed
article in one of the earlier publications that I don’t have?
Thank you for your help,and I

NEW!

enjoy the publication very much.
Randy Lamp
Randy, in this day of diminished privacy we do not give out writers’ personal information without their prior
approval. In some cases, stories
come via regular mail and we do not
keep contact info.
Hello,
My uncle just bought a beat up
ole' GT6 and I found your website
and want to subscribe to your magazine but my uncle speaks primarily
Spanish and I was wondering if you
had a Spanish translation version of
your magazine. Your response will
be truly appreciated, thank you.
Andrew
Andrew, sorry but we have a big
enough challenge getting the magazine out as an English version!
Dear Sirs,
In your first issue, you featured
a story about a Brand New Spitfire.
I have just bought this Spitfire
and just as your article describes, this
Spit is indeed brand
new. I'm as excited
as a child with a
new toy.
I look forward to subscribing to your magazine.
Regards,
Harry Scanlan.
Ontario, Canada.

at BritishToolbox.com
add $3.85 shipping for each US order

These items and
many others are
available at

$34

$12
Vintage Spitfire & GT6 T-Shirt
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Haynes 62-81
Spitfire/GT6/Herald/Vitesse
Restoration Manual

BritishToolbox.com
or
phone: (865)

690-1737

P.O. Box 30806, Knoxville, TN 37930
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LITTLE BITS OF SPITS

TOP DOWN CAMPING

Matt Wilson sent us these photos of a new trailer with the perfect name... Spitfire. “My
Wife and I were at a teardrop trailer event this past weekend and saw the trailer I've attached.
They are manufacturing small travel trailers that can be seen at spitfiretrailers.com.”
THE REAL STAR OF THE SHOW

While on a mini-vacation in Chicago last weekend, Kim Casper and his wife were channel surfing and stumbled upon a show on WTTW Ch-11. The show was about two young students constructing a simple hovercraft using a large wood disc, plastic sheet and a leaf blower.
In the garage was the tail of a green Mk1, 2, 3?? Spitfire. Not earth shattering, but great to see
a surprise Spitfire anywhere.
HAPPILY EVER AFTER WITH A
LITTLE MAINTENANCE

To mark Paul Telger’s up coming wedding Howard Baugues sent him this cool
Spitfire. “We figured they could either use it as the
cake topper or as a table decoration.” It started out as a
white 70' MkIV Chrono model, slightly customized with
pearls under the back represent the tin cans dragging
behind. “I had to go to several stores to find separated, plastic bride
& groom figurines that could cut at the waist. I know they are a little
out of scale but the proper size (4") could not be found. 6" was the closest I could find.”
Congratulations Paul and Gail!
BUT CAN SHE TURN A WRENCH?

A recent featured babe at the website www.BabesWithBlades.com
was a model named, that’s right, Spitfire.
And all you female Triumph owners don’t
miss their “Dudes with Daggers” section. I didn’t see a guy named GT6, sorry ladies.
ALMOST THERE! HURRAY!

Another Spitfire still available today is the Spitfire cap. According
to The Village Hat Shop (www.villagehatshop.com) this is a favorite of
Samuel L. Jackson who prefers to wear it backwards.
While at their website also see their whole line of “British Hats”.
None are as well named but nice nonetheless.

I THOUGHT JOE DROVE A JEEP

Who knew G.I. Joe had a Spitfire. He does
but not the one we love, it is a the Spitfire
Battering Platform featured a firing missile and
a battle damage platform.
For more info visit SmallJoes.com

Send us anything Spitfire or GT6 related!
info@triumphspitfire.com
or
P.O. Box 30806,
Knoxville, TN 37930-0806
S p i t f i re & G T 6 M a g a z i n e • w w w . T r i u m p h S p i t f i r e . c o m
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LITTLE BITS OF SPITS
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The Real Story...
“I needed a mannequin for a prank at my job site. I was able to
purchase the one you see in the car for only $5.00. When it was
time to pick it up, my only available car was my Spit. The head is
far above the windshield and as I was stopped at a light at a
busy corner, a driver rolled down his truck window and said, You
must really be lonely!" To which I said, "Yea, but they don't talk
back when they are this way!"
At my work site, my office was used as a hallway to the V-P.
Most employees respected my privacy if I was working with a student. However, if by myself, they would walk thru to the V-P’s
office. What I did with the mannequin then, was dress her up in
clothes from our bookstore and sat her in a chair in my office.
Employees thought I was working with a student and wouldn't
pass through . WIN! WIN!

—Steve Prater

...
e
u
s
s
i
Next

Liv and Wif Haasper’s recently acquired GT6...

Send your caption suggestions to
info@triumphspitfire.com
or
P.O. Box 30806, Knoxville, TN 37930-0806
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Last issue and on TriumphSpitfire.com we
asked readers to send us suggestions for a
caption for the photo to the left. Here are
just some of the creative submissions.

t
he
caption
s

I thought it was if you looked at Medusa, not an MG.
I was so stoned I got in on the passenger side...chaaa
I guess I should leave the top down more; I'm a bit pale.
"I love the feel of sticking to the vinyl seats."
This is how Topless should be!
David?
I should have never looked back
Toy for Gods
"Oh yes, I see the light."
It's all about Classic styling...
Rollbar? Who needs a rollbar!
A work of art...
Thank God I didn't have to shoehorn myself in a GT6
At least they missed the car
You know, the ad for the car pool lane dummy said "fits all makes and models"
Top down-- time for a suntan
"It's only 18 degrees out here!"
Would you like me to drive?
I know I should have fixed the heater!
I distinctly remember this being a RHD
Lap robe? What's a lap robe?
Wow, It's spring time again, the top's down, now I can work on my tan
Hey, that eagle is flying awfully close to my car, I just had it waxed.
Gee,the stop signs look awfully high from here.
Take the picture already, I'm getting a sunburn!
The car went so fast.... he's petrified!
Best anti-theft devise money can buy!!
Best way to keep bird crap OFF your car!
Aren't you glad elephants don't fly.
How do you turn the heater on?
Man, don't I look good!
It is going to cost me how much to fix my transmission?!?!
That's the last time I take my car for a wind tunnel test!
and
Never stop for hitch-hikers with snakes for hair!
S p i t f i re & G T 6 M a g a z i n e • “ f o r e n t h u s i a s t s , b y e n t h u s i a s t s ”

READER’S CARS
Edwin Tiben, Netherlands, 1968 GT6 Mk1 (56-Royal Blue)
Original AM Radio, Heater, 2-point belts, Fog/Spot lamp rear mounted on grill, Extra Smiths Oil Pressure/Amps Gauge.
The photo is shot during the Beajolais Trophy, which we drove last November. The rally took us from the North of the Netherlands to the UK and back to the mainland, France.
There we collected the new beaujolais wine and drove back to the Netherlands. The complete rally took 4.5 days and we drove 3400 Km.

Alex Bustos, Ecuador, 1978 1500
“This photo was taken in Quito Ecuador, a city that is 9200 feet above
sea level (the Spitfire looses approx. 30% of its already low power
that elevation).

Jean Compain, France, 1979 1500

We now include the paint colors with
the other info in “Reader’s Cars”
section. The color will be the
Triumph Paint Code followed by the
color name. No code indicates a
non-factory paint color or reader did
not mention it.

John Byrne, Canada, 1975 1500
S p i t f i re & G T 6 M a g a z i n e • w w w . T r i u m p h S p i t f i r e . c o m

To have your car featured in the next issue and on
the
TriumphSpitfire.com website,
e-mail us at
info@triumphspitfire.com
or mail to:
P.O. Box 30806
Knoxville, TN 37930
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READER’S CARS
Kevin Sproul, Canada, 1972 GT6 MkIII

Richard Kohlhepp, New Jersey, USA, 1973 1500

Martin Flint, England, 1971 GT6MK2

Ellis Wolfe, Pennsylvania, 1972 MkIV
Giacomo Tillino, Italy, 1979 Spitfire 1500
10
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READER’S CARS
Richard Poucher, South Wales, 1973 GT6 MkIII (54-Saffron Yellow)

Tom Payne, California, USA, 1978 1500

Trey Hilbert, Texas, USA, 1976 1500

Patrick Versluys, Belgium,1968 GT6 MkI (25-Conifer)

Lieven Lambrecht, Belgium, US spec 1974 1500
S p i t f i re & G T 6 M a g a z i n e • w w w . T r i u m p h S p i t f i r e . c o m
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READER’S STORIES

MK1 Rebirth
BY DAVID S. GRAHAM

This could be considered a somewhat disjointed diatribe depicting the
impending spring of twenty-oh-four
restoration of a Triumph Spitfire MK1.
And a year later, a MK2. At times this
story may seem to ramble, but it really
does have a point, and yes that point pertains to Spitfires. So if you get bored,
save this issue for that special library
men have when there is nothing else to
read.
So, first, let me start by saying: In
the Beginning, on September 11th, 1976,
I was honorably discharged from service
to my country with the United States
Navy. I had moved to grandma’s back
apartment in Plainville Connecticut, and
was sorely in need of a vehicle and a job.
One day I was driving along in my
uncle’s borrowed car looking for a means
of obtaining legal tender, and a way to
get there. When my eagle eye and astute
powers of observation spied a sporty line
cutting the view. Parked on the apex of
a corner lot Volkswagen dealer, sat a
baby scat yellow (you know what color I
mean) sports car with a black convertible
roof. Being young, dumb and full of rum,
I had no idea what it was. I just knew it
looked very sharp.
I turned my raggedy borrowed beast
around and went in to talk to a salesperson. (Ain’t PC disgusting?) It turns out,
the car was a 1971 Triumph Spitfire,
MKlV. And to be honest, only until last
week did I learn it was actually called
Saffron Yellow. The car seemed sound.
No rust, and the ragtop was hurtin’ but
not too bad. The interior was good, and
they wanted 1500 bucks for the car. So
in spite of the color, I got a loan and
bought it.
I can tell you this: That car was to
affect me to this day. Even though I’ve
forgotten about it intermittently for
decades, what I do remember most about
it, is that I had so much fun with that car.
The rag top, the speed, (speed?) but most
of all, the way it handled. I was twentytwo, single, fresh outta the service with
wet ink on my DD214, wild, and loving
life.
I put a new set of wheels with performance tires on, and life was good. I
don’t remember why, but I put round yellow fog-lights on the front, and white
rectangle ones on the deck in the back.
Well, actually I lied. I do remember why.
It was my payback to the PO’d people
on the highway who would throw their
high-beams on the back of my head as I
zoomed in front of them. I must say that
now I can’t blame them.
You’re not gonna believe this, but I
12

Virginia’s color code is red, and you can see here the damage done from the flopping over on it's top. This is the
car I’ll start on first. Of course that is California behind Virginia with the bonnet up.
used to pull the manual choke knob out
just enough to make the engine run at a
higher rev. With the top down, my passenger and I would then stand up on the
seats. With one hand on the wheel and
the other on the windshield, I would
drive it like a speed boat. If the foglights
were out of adjustment, and they always
were, I would have my passenger steer
while I climbed out over the windscreen
and on to the bonnet (hood ?). I would
slide down the bonnet head first and
reach my hand over the edge and adjust
the lights while going down the road. My
feet would be hooked onto the bonnet
edge where it meets the windscreen. Man
that was the life. The wind in your face
on a back country road at night. Real
foolish no doubt, but youth has a way
with young men and nurturing stupidity. I
couldn’t help it.... It’s in the jeans.
But in 1979, my off the charts
testosterone levels and unprotected sex
would catch up with me and change my
life. Very quickly but without a shotgun,
I ended up married with a baby on the
way. The Spitfire would have to be traded in favor of a more family oriented
car. Would you believe a 1970 Camaro
won the job? Now ain’t that some scat.
But it did have the back seat so desperately needed for diapers and the like. And
the bigger car afforded more protection
for Junior.
All my life I’ve always had motorcycles. I went on my first motorcycle
ride with dad at age four. My brother
two, would ride in the front, and I got
stuck in the back. Like most people, I
learned to ride on a Honda. On my 16th

birthday in January 1971, I passed the
test for my motorcycle permit at the
DMV in Springfield Massachusetts. It
was freaking cold, but I rode all winter.
Everyday. Two feet of snow. It didn’t
matter. Who cares. That bike was freedom from a man who came from an area
of this country where they say
“Hey Boy, cut that light on.” :)
For the longest time, my motorcycle
of choice was the Triumph. Loved ‘em. I
hated Harleys. I ate Harleys up like the
big fat hogs they were/are. My 750 Tiger
used to bark at ‘em at the light. Them
buttheads on Harleys thinkin’ their scat
didn’t stink. Sittin’ there all smug, over
revving their bikes. They would look
down their nose at the little British mosquito and give a chuckling smirk.
When the light went green, that
Triumph Tiger roared, tearing down the
street. It’s rubber clad claws were punishin’ the pavement, suckin’ up that
Charlie Delta on the hog, and blowin’
him out my Dunstills. That beast then
stood up and let out a another roar when
I hit it in the ass with second gear. I was
but a small little red light in the distance
to that Charlie Delta.
What a rush.
And yet again because of Junior, I
now had to change my motorcycle of
choice. However, I made it very clear I
would never give up my bikes.
Thankfully, fate would intervene. My
best friend’s grandfather was selling his
old 1969 Harley-Davidson Electra-Glide
with a sidecar for twenty five hundred
bucks (yuck, Harley, but it was a good
deal, hmm, okay)

S p i t f i re & G T 6 M a g a z i n e • “ f o r e n t h u s i a s t s , b y e n t h u s i a s t s ”

Then came the new Mini Cooper.
Down the street from where I work,
a BMW dealer started stocking the new
Mini. And the cars would be driven up
and down the street by prospective buyers taking a test drive. Man what a cool
and damn good looking little car.
Pretty much all the home improvement I needed to do that would require a
pick up truck was complete. My female
companion (Julie) drives a Chevy
Trailblazer (but loves Fords). I figured I
could hook up our three rail motorcycle
trailer for bikes or any big unruly stuff to
the Chevy. The big GMC was now for
show, and really only helped OPEC.
So for the hell of it, I went to this
BMW dealer down the street, and asked
how much they would give me for a
trade-in on my fine GMC black and gray
two-tone beauty with the mag wheels
with RWLO and billet grill. I had already
decided if they should offer twelve grand
for the truck, it was going down. The
Mini was a cool car.
Because I had tastefully fixed the
truck up with Harley emblems instead of
cheezy stickers, and the matching
Harley-Davidson patches I myself sewed

California's color code id white, and is practically rust free except for a small spot in the battery box. She’s gonna
have wait her turn.
divorced for damn near fifteen years
already. Of course I paid, and of course
she went to Disneyland. Twice. But ain’t
that the way it always works.
Up until June ‘03, I had been driving a pickup truck. Had one since my
first house in ‘81. Drove one ever since.
My most recent and last (to date) was a
beautiful 1999 GMC Serria Supercab
with three doors. Now that, was the cat’s
meow. Even though I loved that truck,
after a year or two, something was missing that I couldn’t quite put my finger on.

on each of the four head rests, they
thought it was a expensive special
Harley-Davidson GMC edition truck.
They couldn’t understand why the truck
couldn’t be found in their trade-in books.
(yuk yuk) So they said,
“We’re sorry Mr. Graham, but we
can only offer you eleven-five for the
truck”.
Exasperated, I feigned disappointment, and after a brief hesitation, I
scratched my head, and said “Oh, all
right”, and made the deal. I couldn’t

S p i t f i re & G T 6 M a g a z i n e • w w w . T r i u m p h S p i t f i r e . c o m

READER’S STORIES

In spite of the fact it was a Harley, I
thought it would be the perfect alternate
transportation for a newly budding family
with motorcycle blood (MINE). So now
all the Triumphs had to go. I was young,
made three dollars an hour with a fifty
cent boost from the VA for an OJT racket
at the local sweatshop. Money was tight.
But I loved my family and most of all,
my new found Harley-Davidson. Sorry, I
can’t help it.
I’ve become a huge HarleyDavidson addict since 1979 when I
bought that sixty-nine. Most people call
me a biker, (must be the ten tattoos) but
I’m really a motorcyclist enthusiast. I’ve
always said: “Anytime behind bars is
good time.” Since then, I’ve taught
myself how to do just about everything a
backyard mechanic can do with a limited
amount of resources yet turning out what
I believe to be quality work.
But enough of all that crap. Now
blink to the year 2003. I don’t gotta tell
ya how many years have whizzed by.
When you look back, it’s like..where did
go. And fast. My “baby” is now twentyfive, and his brother is twenty-four.
Thank God his mother and I have been

believe I traded my truck for a 2003 pepper white Mini Cooper (non S) for seventeen-five after all taxes, destination,
charges and stinkin’ paint protection was
added up.
And it is truly a cool little car.
What a huge difference from driving a
vehicle longer than half a football field.
My co-workers were shocked. They
never would have figured me for a sports
car. But they also didn’t know about the
MK4, nor the Fiat Spyder I had briefly
owned in the late eighties.
I have found a huge following with
the Mini. People with the old Minis, hate
the new. But I’m loving every minute of
that new Mini. So after a few months of
the driving the Mini, my mind would
drift back to that baby scat yellow MK4,
and how the Mini was almost as much
fun.
One of the greatest inventions in my
lifetime, besides man on the Moon and
now Mars, has been the Internet. But of
course we must not forget spell check. So
being bored one day at work, I type
“Triumph Spitfire” in the search line on
Google. Knowing Triumph had crashed
and burned sometime in the eighties, I
was not expecting much, and then
clicked on go.
To my surprise, there was a gazillion
hits. All kinds of information...web pages
of restoration projects from around the
globe. Parts were so cheap (compared to
Harley parts). Triumph cars were everywhere. Cool man.
I clicked on
www.TriumphSpitfire.com, and now was
in seventh heaven. The information was
astounding for the restoration of these
cars. So me being the curious type, not to
mention impetuous, I clicked on the classifieds and then cars for sale. I linked to
“northeast”, and only sixty-three miles
from my house, a guy named Mike Page
had two cars he was selling for a paltry
sixteen-hundred bucks. This can’t be
true! One car is a ‘64 MK1, and the other
is a ‘65 MK2. The MK1 was intended to
be for parts. In fact, his ad is still there.
(He has yet to remove it).
I called Mike up and made arrangements to drive out there and look at the
cars. The MK2 is a California Black
Plate Car, and the MK1 he bought from
Virginia as a parts car. I have yet been
able to get a definitive answer on what
constitutes a California Black Plate Car
other than it has no rust. I have even
emailed a couple of supposed antique car
dealers in California, and they really
couldn’t answer the question. Both cars
still have their respective state’s license
plate tags on them. One is Virginia, and
the other of course is California. (and yes
the plate is black.) They have hence been
so named.
Virginia has a small problem. Well,
13
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a big one really. The tub is rusted badly,
but Mike bought the car hoping to restore
it. They were loading it on a flatbed truck
with a forklift for transportation to
Connecticut. The forklift driver had
raised the car to the height of the flatbed
truck, and while raised, was backing up
to position the car on the truck. The operator wasn’t looking where he was going,
or didn’t see the light pole, and backed
into it, knocking Virginia off the lift and
flipping her upside down. Not good! But
Mike bought the car anyway at a much
reduced price. It was now a parts car.
California (the car) is virtually rust
free, but the interior, exterior and the
mechanicals are hurting. The car seems
structurally sound and barring any undetected frame twist, should be restorable. I
am hoping Virginia’s frame is the same
way.
So I buy the cars. I give him a down
payment, and send him the rest later in
the mail. I then make arrangements to
pick up my two new cars. (What is
wrong with me? What have I done?)
Keep in mind I don’t have a garage set
up for cars. I’ve been a Harley junkie all
my adult life. The garage is set up for
bikes!
While at Mike’s house, I see a temporary garage set up in the back. I ask
him about it, and he says it houses his
own MK4. I said no kidding, and he
gives me the grand tour. Inside this
portable green garage, he has a red MK4,
but what I really wanted to see was the
garage construction, and how I might
make it work for me. He has a floor of
patio blocks with a few shelves set up.
But the thing is huge. Twenty feet deep
by ten feet wide, it could be made into a
Spitfire Barn for a few dollars, and some
good ol’ Yankee ingenuity.
So now I buy a portable garage.
(What is wrong with me? What have I
done?) Necessity dictates I set it up in the
first snow storm New England has to
offer in winter 2004. It was called
Storm Alex. I had to choose between setting it up in a full blown Nor’easter in
daylight, or setting it up after the storm
in the dark, and in two feet of snow. I
chose daylight. It was a fun experience I
must say, and went up rather well considering. I only lost one carriage bolt, and
one washer.
I picked up the cars the following
weekend making two trips with a borrowed race-car trailer and Julie’s
Trailblazer. Both cars are now resting
peacefully under cover on the side of the
house. Truly a far cry from where
they’ve spent the last four years under a
tarp in Sterling Connecticut. In the spring
I’m gonna move the whole thing to the
backyard, and set up a Spitfire shop.
Not really knowing anything about
the Spitfire, I’ve been on a crusade to
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learn all that can be learned. Yeah I had
one, but remember, I was but twenty-two
at the time, and much more interested in
females and fun. Spitfires were not my
number one priority at the time.
As a side bar, I think back to that
car, and I honestly can’t say I remember
even washing it, let alone changing the
oil and stuff like that. I’m sure I must
have. But what I do remember is I was
not very good for that car. Ideas of
improvements that seemed like good
things to do, would now be considered
things a hacker would do to a car. I must
admit, I’m somewhat ashamed of myself
for how I altered that little car. Nothing
radical, but I did butcher the dash to put
a built in CB radio in it. Stupid stuff like
that. One thing working on motorcycles
over the years has taught me, is not to be
a hacker.
Mike Page has been a wealth of
knowledge, and most patient with me. He
lets me pick his brain on the phone for
hours and teaches me all he knows about
the Spitfires and the Mk1 and 2 in particular. Currently he is having a guy somewhere in Connecticut build him a car
with GT6 parts and stuff like that. I’m
not really sure what he’s doing, but it
sounds nice. His builder is Hal Gillis and
Mike says he is reputed to be the Spitfire
God. I can’t wait to meet him. More
pickings.
I on the other hand, have to make
some difficult decisions on what to do
with these cars. It appears to me there
were not many MK1s and 2s made. And
from what I’ve read, people make no
bones about chopping one up for parts
cars and radically modifying them with
V8s and stuff. Not that that’s a bad thing.
It’s just that the Mk1 and MK2 are rapidly becoming very scarce cars.
Especially those that are near, or somewhat near stock. But what do I know.
In fact, in nearly every article I’ve
read of someone restoring a MK1 or 2,
another Mk1 2 or even 3 has been cannibalized to outfit the restored car. I
believe this makes the surviving early
Spitfires even more valuable. But again,
what do I know.
Somewhere I recently read a little
blurb or quote from The Hemmings
Motor News, that said the fastest growing collectable car is the Triumph MK1
and MK2. I’m pretty sure it was in one
of the Spitfire & GT6 magazines.
That little blurb has given me the
determination to restore Virginia to her
former glory. At least as much as I will
be able. I have already set a course to
teach myself how to weld, and I already
sorta kinda know how to paint. Of course
there is also a whole new language and
Spitfire parts nomenclature to learn.
Grudgingly I have accepted the fact that I
cannot rebuild these two cars into what

they once were when they rolled off the
assembly line in England, a hundred
years ago. Practicality has to overrule
“period correct”. I guess you could call
me a quasi purist. (or a hacker)
I’ll try to paint the cars as close as
possible to the paint codes on the car
bodies, but who really knows what the
“real” shade of red is. Can it really be
accurately duplicated in print or on a
computer monitor? I think not. But what
do I know. I will be changing things, like
the hood. (roof?) I like the MK3 hood Vs
the MK1/2 because of the way it operates. Here in New England we get pop up
thunder and lighting storms, and I’m not
gonna be out there in a downpour trying
to build a stick hood when a fold down
job is available. Sorry Charlie.
And wire wheels. I’ve always said
wheels make the car, or bike, and a nice
set of chrome wire wheels make these little cars sweet. With the interiors of the
cars, I’m gonna try and replicate this as
close as possible, but with carpets in the
MK1. The engines will stay the same
but with the carburetor set up offered by
PRI.
I have decide to restore Virginia first
because she is the most rusty. People
have asked me why that one first, and my
answer is: Should I do California first, by
the time I get to Virginia, she will be
rusted straight through. Plus the large lessons Virginia will teach me, will make
California a walk in the park and even
more pristine.
So stay tuned for the project. I am
pretty well versed in motorcycle stuff.
This Spitfire thing will be a very new
venture for me. I also have a webpage I
used to show the building of my last
motorcycle project. I’ll be updating it to
reflect the Spitfire projects. I’m gonna
offer my experience concerning the
plethora of parts companies and the people I talk to. So far I’ve talked to quite a
few. The guy who owns PRI took a ton
of time out of his busy schedule to
answer all my stump stupid questions.
I plan on being at as many of the
Triumph meets as possible. (Julie and I
are getting’ married In May, and will be
riding our bikes to South Dakota in
August, so it might be next year before
we get a chance to hit them all.) The site,
www.grambo.org/davidgraham is run by
my youngest kid and he’s sharp as a tack,
but the thieving bastard stole my nickname.
Of course time and money will be
the deciding factor in the speed at which
I will be able to complete Virginia. I am
building this car for my soon to be
fourth wife. I know what your thinking,
but consider this: If at first you don’t succeed, keep saying I do...
(No no, you’re right, I get the better
car. Shhhhh) ■
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Mi Vida Lucas
BY KEN BERTSCHY, ARIZONA

Spitfire is an appropriate name for a
convertible in Tucson Arizona in the middle of summer. Driving with the top
down requires blood thinned by years of
desert living, SPF 50 sun screen, and a
gallon of water behind the passenger seat
so that you don't die of dehydration on
the way to the store.
My "vida Lucas" started at a garage
sale back in '89. I got up one Saturday
morning, grabbed a cuppa joe and peeked
through the kitchen window. "Hmm," I
said to my wife Lyn, "neighbor's are having a garage sale." After breakfast, we
went over and perused the antiques, old
clothes, and tupperware. Sitting in the
front yard with a sign in the window saying "$650 O.B.O." was a dilapidated
1977 Spit 1500. Like me, it had been
baking in the sun for years. The sun is
not kind to cars around here. It'll bubble
paint right off the metal and turn any
plastic bits into peanut brittle (one touch
and sunburned plastic shatters). The one
saving grace to the relentless heat is the
very reason the U.S. Air Force has their
'elephant's graveyard" of hundreds of
decomissioned aircraft parked out in the
desert here: nothing rusts, ever. And this
Spitfire did not have a speck of rust anywhere on it.

The owner was a young woman who
was apparently getting divorced and
needed to sell her worldly possessions
and start life again elsewhere. I asked her
what was wrong with the car and she told
me that it runs like a top but that the
transmission was junk; only 1st and 2nd
gear worked. She had bought it new, and
the odometer read 36,000 miles! I guess
the tranny had lasted her about 3 years.
I walked back over to my house and
called up a few garages and surprisingly
found a place that would install a used
tranny in it for $750.00! Back again, I
asked the woman if she would take
$600.00 for it and she agreed. When she
gave me the key so that I could drive it
across the street to my house, she broke

down, sobbing that I was "taking her baby". I figured I was
getting the baby for $1300.00.
How wrong I was.
Lyn and I did the best we
could to spruce it up using
rubbing compound, repairing hoses, and
vacuuming out years of leaves and
mesquite beans that had accumulated in
the cockpit. That week, I dropped it off at
the garage for it's new tranny and that's
when the trouble started.
I am of the opinion that the only
persons qualified to work on Spitfires are
the owners. Almost all foreign car
mechanics will say that they can fix
Triumphs but once they get a look at
yours, they realize that your car is not the
model they are familiar with. The garage
had a used 5 speed tranny with overdrive
and my car had a 4 speed without overdrive. Realizing their mistake, they then
shook me down for the extra parts needed to make the 5 speed conversion. So
the tranny wound up costing me $975.00.
That tranny lasted for about two years.
Instead of doing the smart thing and putting in a "catalog" tranny, I just kept putting in used trannys and like clockwork,
they'd break down every two years. The
last tranny I put in is it's fourth and hopefully the final one. I had this one rebuilt
to factory specifications by an actual triumph mechanic at a real, honest to God
British car garage.
I've driven this bundle of joy for 10
years now and have sunk an average of
$1,000.00 per year into it. Doing the
math means that the car is worth about
half of what I've put into it. I’ve replaced
every part, every panel, every hose, every
electrical connector, every upholstered
piece in the car and still, every time I go
for a ride, it’s in the back of my mind
that this little jewel is going to leave me
stranded this time. It never did strand me.
The driving feel of a spitfire is like
no other. Sure footed and a demon in the
curves, the spitfire is a perfect fit for the
rugged "sky island" mountains of the
Sonoran desert. These mountains stand
straight up thousands of feet from the
desert floor and have alpine forests at
their summits. The roads consist of hairpin curves over sheer cliffs. In one hour,
you can drive nonstop from the high
chapparal of scrub oak and saguaro cactus to snow covered pine trees at the top
and pass every zone of vegetation in
between. Driving with the top down is a
religious experience on these roads.
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Our winters are like most other people's summers, which is perfect convertible weather. During the summer, I either
escaped to the cool mountains in my spitfire, or drove at night when the air cools
down to a more humane 80 degrees. The
rest of the time, my spitfire rested in the
cool shade of the carport, hidden from
the baking sun of course.
One day, out of the blue, a man
walked by my house and asked me if I
wanted to sell my spitfire. What spit
owner hasn't vowed to sell his car a thousand times over? I looked at him. I
looked at my car. I looked at him again. I
said, "Sure, I'll sell it for, uh, $5,500. He
laughed at me! He was absolutely dumfounded that I would ask more than what
the car cost new! I bet him that I could
sell the car for $5,500 within a month.
He said, "No way are you going to get
that kind of money for it!" I put an ad in
the paper and the first day the ad ran, a
man came over, took one look at it and
asked me how much I wanted. I told him

$5,500. He pulled out his checkbook,
immediately wrote me a check and took
my beloved spitfire away. I didn't even
get a chance to drive it one last time.
Standing in my kitchen with a check in
my hand, my wife asked me why I
looked like I had just lost my best friend.
I said, "Yeah, that's exactly what happened. I think I just sold my best friend
to some stranger on a bet with a guy I
didn’t know! What was I thinking?"
That was about 5 years ago and to
this day, I can still remember exactly
what it was like driving and working on
that little car. Maybe someday, I'll buy
another Spitfire and lovingly
restore...Nah, I'd have to be crazy to put
myself through that again! ■
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Freak Accident
BY KEITH BAY, WISCONSIN

It was an afternoon in late January 1976 when I had
the freak accident in my ‘72 MkIII. I say “freak” as I was
going the speed limit and the weather conditions did not
seem to warrant any special concern.
I as traveling on a dual-lane, divided highway and the
temperatures were (just) above freezing. As I came to the

bottom of a long descending grade that had slowly swung
right and then left as it returned to a slow ascent.
Unfortunately the bottom of the hill had been in the shade
and had accumulated a glazing of moisture that had turned
to ice.
As I went to pass a car-load of my friends the rear of
my car broke loose as I moved into the left lane on the ice.
I fishtailed several times, each time coming closer to my
friends who had slowed to let me pass. I went up an
embankment on the left, came back down nose-diving into
the road, flipped end-over-end
twice, barrel-rolled three times and
landed upside down in the left-hand
ditch.
To get out of the “car” we had
to climb out to the rear hatch.
Despite the impression the pictures might make, my passenger
and I surprisingly were not hurt.
I later recovered the transmission from the car and put it into
another 1972 GT6 I purchased
later.
I drove that 6 for for 5 years
before selling.
It took another 25 years to get
another GT6 and I am going to be
sure, when I am behind the wheel,
that I don’t let it go the same way I
let the first one go so many years
before. ■

“To get out
of the ‘car’
we had to
climb out to
the rear
hatch”
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SPITFIRE/GT6 SPECIALS
Ball Joint Set (2)
Tie Rod Set (2)
Rack Boot Kit w/clamps
Sway Bar Link L or R
Front Trunnion L or R w/Kit
Front STD Shock Set (2)
Front HD Gas Shock Set (2)
Rear Wheel Cylinder Set (2)
Starter exchange
Starter HD Gear Reduction
Rocker Oil Feed Line
Dash Top Cover 68-80

$32.00
$18.00
$13.00
$17.00
$31.00
$70.00
$130.00
$26.00
$76.00
$195.00
$32.00
$42.00

Alloy Valve Cover
Fuel Pump
3-pc Clutch Kit
Slave Cylinder
Brake Hose Set (4pc)
Monza Exhaust System

$110.00
$21.00
$105.00
$59.00
$44.00
$236.00

Spitfire/GT6 Front Adj. Shock
Spit/GT6 Front Adj. Spring Perch
Spitfire Rear Adjustable Shock
GT6 Roto-Flex Adj Rear

$87.00
$126.00
$78.00
$88.00

Lucas Sports Coil
Ignition Switch Spit 73-76
Turn Switch 63-76
Turn Switch Spit 77-80
Headlamp Switch
Rheostat Panel Switch
Lucas DOT 4 Brake Fluid
Lucas DOT 5.1 Brake Fluid
Brake Master Spit 67-75
Brake Reservoir 67-75
Brake Master Spit 76-80
Brake Master Kit Spit 76-80
Clutch Master OE
Clutch Slave Spit 67-80 OE
Shoes Hold Down Kit
Wheel Cylinder Hold Down

$27.95
$44.00
$46.00
$65.00
$10.00
$48.00
$5.90
$13.75
$195.00
$35.00
$195.00
$15.00
$68.00
$65.00
$10.00
$9.00

SPITFIRE SPECIALS:
Front Wheel Bearing Kit
Rear Wheel Bearing Kit Major
HD Rear Spring
Rear STD Shock Set (2)
Rear HD Gas Shock Set (2)
Brake Hose Set (4)
Brake Hose Set Stainless
Rebuilt Calipers 67-80 exchange
Caliper rebuild kit 67-80 (2)
Front Rotor w/HD Pads
Slotted & Vented Rotor Set
Rear Shoe Set
3-pc B&B Clutch Kit 66-72
3-pc B&B Clutch Kit 73-80
3-pc Clutch Kit 75-80
Water Pump All Years
Cap, point, cond, rotor 62-74
Cap+Rotor 75-80
Alternator 73-80 exchange
Piston Set 1300 9-1
Piston Set 1500 9-1
Stainless Exhaust Valve Set (4)
Tappet Set 66-80 (8)
Hot Street Cam exchange
Chain and Gear Set (3-pc)
Full Gasket Set w/Seals
Oil Pump Late Style
Fuel Pump
Heater Valve
Header 67-80
Monza Exhaust System
Convertible Top 71-80
Tonneau Cover 71-80]
Carpet Set Deluxe w/snaps
Door Panel Set (2)
Full Panel Kit (7-pc)
Seat Kit 73-80
Shifter Repair Kit 62-74
Transmission Tunnel ABS
WEBER DCOE,DGV Kits
Rebuilt Transmissions

$21.00
$27.00
$138.0
$45.00
$75.00
$42.00
$73.00
$71.00
$10.00
$54.00
$68.00
$18.00
$90.00
$105.00
$88.00
$53.00
$15.00
$10.00
$75.00
$155.00
$155.00
$30.00
$30.00
$91.00
$60.00
$39.00
$78.00
$19.00
$20.00
$134.00
$233.00
$196.00
$175.00
$148.00
$84.00
$248.00
$248.00
$27.00
$62.00
CALL
CALL

GT6 SPECIALS:
Front Wheel Bearing Kit
Rear Wheel Bearing Kit
Piston Set w/Rings
Rim Flow Valve Set 214N (8)
HD Tappet Set Tuftrided
New Performance Camshaft
Water Pump New
67-73 Full Gasket Set

$21.00
$29.00
$245.00
$150.00
$70.00
$275.00
$48.00
$42.00

SPIT/GT6 POLY BUSHINGS:
Rack Mount Set Spit/GT6
Sway Bar Bush Set 4-PC Spit/GT6
Front Diff Mount Set Spit/GT6
A-Arm Bushing Set 8-PC Spit/GT6
Rear Shock Bush Set 8-PC Spit
Radius Arm Bush Set 4-PC Spit
Rear A-Arm Bush Set 6-PC GT6
Rear Radius Arm Set 4-pc GT6

$9.00
$12.00
$16.00
$34.00
$10.00
$17.00
$38.00
$19.00

British Parts N.W. Inc.
4105 SE Lafayette Hwy.
Dayton, OR 97114 USA

www.BPNorthWest.com

(503) 864-2001
Fax (503) 864-2081

Car & Driver Magazine, August 1962
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The Spitfire’s Older Brother
STORY BY ANDREW MACE, NEW YORK
PHOTOS BY JOE EARNEST, MICHAEL HANDCOCK, RANDY JOLES,
RAY SINCLAIR AND ANTHONY SPERRAZZA

What’s the Herald got to do with me, the
Spitfire/GT6 owner? Quite a bit, really!
For example, the Herald was the first
series-produced Triumph styled by
Giovanni Michelotti, whose designs
would later be applied throughout the
Triumph range, for both family cars and
sports cars. The very existence of the
Spitfire and GT6 is due to the basic engineering of the Herald and its upmarket
sibling, the Vitesse.
Even the six-cylinder engine of the GT6
and TR250/5/6 is directly related to that
of the Herald. In fact, the Herald engine
is itself a direct descendant of the 803cc
engine developed for the Standard 8 in
the early 1950s.

The differences in the front grills
are evident in the photo of
Joe Earnest’s 1964 1200 Saloon
(above) as compared to a later
13/60 on the facing page.
Although not officially imported
to North America 13/60’s can
occasionally be seen at shows.
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A bit of history
The first Herald to go on sale to the
general public in April 1959 was what has
long since become one of the rarest versions: The Coupé. Not quite a full fourseater (the rear seat was an option), the
car nonetheless was equipped with features quite familiar to British sports car
fans: four speed transmission; 948 cc
engine with twin SU H1 carbs and an output of 50.5 bhp gross/42.5 bhp net. Some
features of the new car were considered
quite novel at the time: independent rear
suspension; an incredibly tight turning
circle (25 ft.); “collapsible” and
adjustable steering column; and a greatly
reduced maintenance schedule through
use of nylon and rubber bushes that virtually eliminated grease fittings on the chassis. Although the independent rear suspension was new, the differential “center
section” was the same as that used on the
live-axle Standard 8 and 10, as was the
engine and gearbox.
Perhaps most notably, the construc-

tion of the Herald was considered a bit of
a regression, especially as compared to
the Mini introduced around the same
time. The Mini was especially innovative
not only in its use of the increasingly popular unibody construction but also in its
novel drivetrain and suspension. By contrast, the Herald was built on a separate
chassis, with major body sections (including the roof) bolted together. This design
rose mostly out of necessity in that
Standard-Triumph, at the time, didn’t
have the capacity to build it any other
way! On the other hand, it proved to be
an economical and practical way to offer
a variety of body styles, and it also made
for easier assembly from “CKD” kits
(CKD stood for Completely Knocked
Down and was in essence a “kit car”
shipped to some destination with final
assembly by the new owner.)
The Coupé was quickly joined by a
Saloon version, which allowed rather
more room for a full rear seat. The Saloon
was originally powered by a single Solexcarbureted, 38.5 bhp gross/34.5 bhp net
version of the same 948 cc engine, though
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later the twin-carb engine would be offered
as well. By March 1960, these two models
were joined by a Convertible, which also
offered a top that folded almost completely
out of sight, a full (though a bit cramped)
rear seat and the twin-carb engine. 1960
also saw the introduction of the Herald S, a
stripped-down saloon that never caught on.
Bigger news the following year was
the introduction of the 1200 series, incorporating the same Coupé, Saloon and
Convertible body styles with a larger
engine and somewhat more relaxed final
drive. Soon added to the range was an
Estate Wagon and the short- lived Courier
van, a “commercial” version of the Estate
wagon much like the once-common sedan
delivery versions of American station wagons. A further upgrading of the 1147cc
engine came with introduction of the
12/50, a 1200 Saloon with 51 hp engine,
folding sunroof, different grille (seen later
in the U.S. from about 1964) and uprated
trim.
Improvements continued, with all
Herald 1200s from about 1963 receiving
the sturdier frame seen first on the 12/50

(and earlier on the Vitesse six-cylinder
derivative) and a 48 hp version of the
12/50 engine. By the end of 1964, the
Coupé had disappeared, perhaps falling
victim to the popularity of the Spitfire!
In 1968, facing competition both from
other marques and other models in the
Triumph range, the Herald received a final,
major upgrading. More power came from a
single-carb version of the 1296cc Spitfire
Mk.3 (and Triumph 1300) engine, and a
front-end restyle came from adapting a
variation of the Vitesse sheetmetal.
Improvements were made also to the interior and drivetrain components. The resulting 13/60 came, as before, in Saloon,
Convertible and Estate Wagon variants,
replacing all previous configurations of
Herald save the 1200 Saloon, which continued as before. Sales of the 1200 quickly
dropped off, though, while the 13/60 models were more successful for a time.
By 1970, the Triumph Toledo and
1500/1500TC were too much competition.
The 1200 Saloon disappeared in May
1970, followed by the 13/60 Saloon in
December and the Convertible and Estate
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cars in May 1971.
Before you new Herald fans get too
excited about some of these models, please
be advised that the above descriptions
don’t necessarily apply to the United States
market.
The Herald line was introduced in the
United States in spring 1960. Heralds
remained on sale here through the 1967
model year. The Herald Coupé was
dropped in the US well before the end of
its production run. In fact, the 1200 Coupé
was not officially part of the US lineup.
The Estate car also was never officially
imported (a mistake in the opinion of
some), nor was the 12/50 (the sunroof feature alone might have been a great boost to
Herald sales in this country). Interestingly
enough, the Herald 1200 name was
replaced in the U.S. around 1965 by
“Sports 1200”; trunk badging noted the
change. By the mid-1960s, marketing of
the Herald in the US was not a high priority. What advertising there was referred
only to the “Triumph 1200,” with no reference to the “Herald” or later “Sports”
names.
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The Herald by the Numbers*
Original U.S. prices (POE East Coast) and U.S. sales figures were as follows:*

The flags of
forethinking?

Herald 948cc
Saloon
($1849) — 3,612
Coupé
($2149) — 1,049
Convertible ($2229) — 2,822

Herald/Sports 1200
Saloon
($1699) — 4,609
Convertible ($1949) — 11,654

Commission Numbers and Overall World Production Figures:
As mentioned in this article many
Herald models came with crossed-flag
badges on the rear wings. But what
do they mean? The flags are international signal flags representing S and
V.
Triumph, at that time was owned
by the parent company Standard thus
the “S” flag.
The “V” is a little more obscure.
Giovanni Michelotti, the designer of
the the bodies for most of the Triumph
models at the time, owned his own
independent design and prototype
studio essentially “freelancing” for
many companies. Names like
Triumph, Ferrari, Fiat, but he also did
work for a small company called
Vignale. Although, Vignale built their
own cars, they also build prototypes
for other companies, in this case
Michelotti Design Studio’s collaboration with Triumph. In addition Vignale
also built cars for Triumph such as the
beautiful Itaila. So, the “V” was the
signature on Vignale’s canvas.
As many might know nautical flags
often have two meanings: a letter and
a word. The “S,” the blue square on
the white background also means
“Moving astern” or the craft is going
backwards. The diagonal red cross on
the white background of the “V” also
translates to “I require assistance.”
Makes one think...
Too bad Michelotti had nothing to
do with the Amphicar; the crossed
flags might have been very appropriate on the sides!

Herald
G1-G73751 for saloons,
GY1-GY11392 for twin-carb saloon,
Y1-Y23248 for Coupés and
Convertibles; March/April 1959January 1964
Saloon — 76,860
Coupé — 15,153
Convertible — 8262

Herald 13/60
GE1-GE83433; August 1967-May 1971
Saloon — 38,886
“Sunroof” Saloon — 1,547
Convertible — 11,772
Estate — 15,467
CKD (body not defined) — 14,978**
Suffix letters in Commission numbers
L (as 1st suffix letter) — left hand steer
DL — Saloon (NOTE: this applies to
“Deluxe” Saloons only; a Commission number with no suffix letters would denote a
RHD Saloon)
CP — Coupé
CV — Convertible
SC — Estate
V — Courier Van
RS — sunshine roof (NOTE: Saloon only;
e.g., a Deluxe RHD Saloon would have a
Commission number ending in “DLRS”
O — overdrive (NOTE: officially offered on
Vitesse only)

Herald 1200
GA1-GA249873, also GB1-? for
“export” 1200s;
February 1961-June 1970
Saloon — 201,142
Coupé — 5319
Convertible — 43,295
Estate — 39,819
Courier — approx. 5000
Herald 12/50
GD1-GD55689
Saloon — 53,267

**CKD stands for Completely Knocked Down; in essence a “kit car” shipped to some destination and then assembled locally.

Numbers of Major Components
For the most part, engines, gearboxes and rear axle units are numbered similarly to the cars,
although there are some exceptions. (NOTE: as with other Triumph engine units, the HE suffix
denotes a high compression engine, and LE denotes a low compression engine.)
After 25-35 years, it would not be a surprise to come across a Herald or Vitesse with major
components whose numbers do not match the listings below. As components are easily
swapped with their “sports car” counterparts, one might find, for example, FC- or FD-prefix
components (Spitfire 4-Mk.2 or Mk.3) in Heralds, or KC- or KD-prefix components (GT6) in
a Sports 6.
Herald (948cc.) The G prefix denotes singlecarburetor engine, Y denotes twin-carburetor
engine. The G (4.875:1 ratio) and Y (4.55:1)
prefixes were similarly used on rear axle
units. Gearboxes carried the G prefix.
Herald 1200; Sports 1200 The GA prefix is
most commonly found on engine, gearbox
and rear axle (4.11:1). Prefix letters GD (and

occasionally GB) may also be found on
engines; this denotes either the 48 hp. or 51
hp. version of the “12/50” engine.
Herald 13/60 (for the most part not officially
imported to the U.S.) The GE prefix is most
often found on engine and rear axle; GA
prefix continues on gearbox.

* These figures are sourced from Graham Robson’s book Triumph Herald and Vitesse
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Herald (948cc): Coupé, Saloon, Convertible
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A Spotter’s Guide
(US Models)
Exterior: handle on top of bonnet (Coupé and
Convertible also feature bright metal strip from leading
edge of handle forward and thin bright band covers
bonnet flange surrounding grille); Coupé and
Convertible feature crossed-flags badge at rear upper
edge of rear quarters (no flags on saloon); roof badges
on saloon read “Herald”; all cars feature Triumph
“open-book” badge in blue and white in upper center of
grille; virtually all U.S. specification cars carried the
familiar white rubber bumper extrusions front and rear;
plain chromed “nave plates” adorn silver painted wheels
Interior: dashboard in molded pressboard and painted
flat black with light specks with glovebox and hinged
“chip basket” below; white-faced gauges — large
speedo w/fuel gauge and separate temp. gauge in
Saloon models, small speedo and separate temp. and
fuel gauges in Coupé and Convertible, which also
received locking glovebox door; grey steering wheel,
column, switches and knobs; upholstery usually with
contrasting white piping, flash on door and rear side
panels; Coupe and Convertible door panels included
map pocket; window winder knob in white, and white
escutcheons for window winder and door handle
Herald 1200 Coupé, Saloon, Convertible
Exterior: No handle on top of bonnet (except some
early 1200s); all models feature bright metal strip, now
extending from heater intake forward, but extra bright
strip around grille opening is gone; Convertible still
features crossed-flags badge at rear upper edge of rear
quarters; roof badges on later 1200 saloons read
“Triumph”; later 1200 models identified by home market 12/50-style grille; trunk lid features “Herald” script
badge (later “Sports”) with “1200” badge below; front
valence modified with additional air intake from about
1963; rear valences now bolt on; white rubber bumpers
continue; Vitesse-style “Star” frame incorporated circa
1963; other running manufacturing variances incorporated as well; wheels — painted Spa White starting
circa 1963 — received optional full “Air-Flow” wheel
covers (actually sided left or right, and also seen on
U.S. specification Spitfires) from about 1963 on.
Interior: dashboard still of molded pressboard, but
most often covered by black padded vinyl, and now featuring a polished wooden facia; glovebox gains a door,
but hinged “chip basket” is gone; black-faced gauges —
large speedo w/fuel gauge and separate temp. gauge in
all models; black steering wheel, column, switches,
knobs, window winder knob now black, and black
escutcheons for window winder and door handle from
around 1963; upholstery solid color throughout, front
seat backrests are much thicker than on 948cc models,
map pockets are gone from convertible door panels.
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The next page shows a nice example of an early Herald; a 948 saloon. Note
the features: large chrome handle in the middle of the bonnet (hood) for easier
opening, stainless steel strip running around the grill denoting that it is a twincarb model and smooth, painted bumpers that were not seen on US cars.

PHOTO BY MICHAEL HANDCOCK
for enthusiasts, by enthusiasts

M A G A Z I N E

AVAILABILITY OF SPARES

Due to the continuing and increasing popularity of the Herald and
Vitesse in England, as evidenced by
the strength of the Triumph Sports Six
Club, availability of spares is not so
bad as one might expect. Many basic
mechanical items — brakes, engine
and drivetrain, suspension, electrical
— are identical or similar to the
Spitfire (for Herald) and/or the GT6
(for Vitesse/Sports 6). This also opens
the door to any number of potential
updates or performance enhancements. For example, it would be a virtual bolt-in procedure to update a
later Herald 1200 to Spitfire Mk.3 or
better specification.
As one might expect, some original
specification spares for the 948cc cars
are scarce, unfortunately including
some engine parts. Again, dropping in
a later 1147cc engine is not difficult,
but note that the early chassis doesn’t
take kindly to great increases in
power over original specification.
Parts common to other vehicles are,
of course, available through a number
of U.S. vendors: The Roadster Factory,
Victoria British, Moss Motors, etc. For
items unique to Herald or Vitesse, a
number of British vendors offer comprehensive spares service: Canley
Classics, Rimmer Bros., etc.

Photos by Kai Radicke
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Help, It Broke!

This photo shows
Andrew Mace’s
somewhat dirty
(from 30 years'
storage) but
TOTALLY original
and complete
Phantom Grey
interior (and original Charcoal Grey
carpeting and floor mats) from a very
late 948cc twin-carb Herald convertible
"as discovered" after 30 years' storage.

Owner’s
Photos
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Buyer’s
Guide

Assessing a Herald for possible purchase is very much like assessing any
Triumph. Due to the many mechanical similarities, most of the same
strengths and weaknesses of Spitfires and GT6s apply to the Herald/Vitesse
range.

Engine: The engines generally took a lot of punishment, but ultimately
that punishment shows in wear of cylinder bores, crankshafts, main and big-end bearings, thrust
washers, etc. Expect to pay about the same for a rebuild of a Herald engine as you would for the
nearly identical Spitfire engine. (Some 948cc engine parts are becoming scarce.)
Transmission: The Heralds used a transmission virtually identical to the Spitfire, and the
usual problems are likely to be found, especially with worn synchros and damaged gears from
those who never mastered the “double-declutching” necessary to engage a non-synchro first gear
while moving. Don’t be fooled, though, by a sloppy shift lever. A $30 bushing kit will quickly cure
that problem, as it will on the GT6 and pre-1975 Spitfires.
Brakes: The electrical and hydraulic systems of these cars will show no surprises for those
familiar with other Triumphs or indeed any other British-made cars. The rear brakes of the Herald
are, for all intents and purposes, identical to those of the Spitfire. The same holds true for the
optional front disk brakes. As parts changed on the Spitfire (such as the larger calipers used from
the Mk.3 Spitfire on) they changed as well on the Herald.
Chassis/Frame: One of the most critical parts of any car is, of course, the chassis; the
Herald line is no exception. The frame is especially critical on these cars in that their construction
and strength are based on large sections of the bodyshell bolted to each other and to the frame,
unlike the largely welded-up bodyshells found on most other Triumphs. Unfortunately, these cars
seem to have been extraordinarily susceptible to rust in the chassis, especially in areas where salt
was used during the winter.
Any Herald chassis should be checked carefully for rust, which usually appears first in the
rear frame extensions that support the trunk. Next, and even more critical, are the outriggers and
side rails (which appear much as the names suggest) off the main backbone. The rearmost side
outriggers often disintegrate, taking with them the radius arm mount for the rear axles. Needless to
say, this leads to handling unpredictable at best, deadly at worst!
Due no doubt to the great popularity Heralds still enjoy in England, many repair pieces are
available for the chassis. Unfortunately for those of us in North America, one is more likely to
encounter a Herald with chassis repairs that are well-intended, but perhaps lacking in strength or
quality, or one in dire need of repair. Proper repairs ideally require quality NOS or reproduction
pieces (readily available), body removal from the chassis, careful fitting and alignment and quality
welding of the pieces.

Will your
kids like it?

Like most other Triumphs, Heralds truly come from an earlier,
simpler time. Even at its introduction in 1959, the Herald was at
once quite advanced (independent rear suspension, reduced maintenance, etc.) but archaic (separate frame at a time when many
builders of small cars were turning to unibody construction). Some
40+ years later, the cars seem almost primitive compared to current economy cars. Certainly the earliest 948 Herald saloons in particular are not ideal for longdistance travel on the Interstate, with their rather limited power and low gearing.
It probably is best to look upon them the way many of their original owners did — as second
cars: the Convertible offering a bit of sportiness over the family station wagon or four-door sedan,
but with enough room for two adults and two children; the Saloon offering economical, reasonable
closed comfort for four (not to mention the practicality of the large trunk and, on 948 models, a
fold-down rear seatback offering a long and almost-flat load area).
It is a certainty that you won’t see yourself coming and going, even at a car meet. Likely as
not, Heralds will be outnumbered even at Triumph meets by Mayflowers, long- door TR2s and
documented ex-works competition cars. That’s part of the fun. It’s also a safe bet that you won’t
put your children through medical school with profits from the eventual sale of your Herald. But
it’s quite likely that you will enjoy driving “the economy car made by sports-car engineers” and
knowing that you’re helping to preserve a part of Triumph history as unique and important as the
sports cars. ■
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I want more
information!
ON THE INTERNET:

North American Triumph Sports 6
(Vitesse 6) and Herald Database
http://members.aol.com/herald1200/database
Yahoo.com’s Email Groups
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/triumph_herald
CLUBS:

North America —
Vintage Triumph Register
PO Box 655
Howell, Michigan 48844-0655
www.vtr.org
Europe —
Triumph Sports Six Club
Main Street, Lubenham
Market Harborough
Leicestershire. LE16 9TF
01858 434424
www.tssc.uk.com
BOOKS:

Triumph Herald and Vitesse
by Graham Robson
Restoration Manual for Spitfire, GT6,
Vitesse & Herald
by Porter & Williams and Haynes
59-71 Herald
by Brooklands Books

Car & Driver Magazine, August 1965

ON TRACK

Autocrossing is Not Racing!
BY TED SCHUMACHER, OHIO

A quick up shift, hard on the brakes,
flick the wheel hard right and listen to the
howl of the tires as they fight for a bite.
The red mist is present and you are in the
“zone”. Turn 1 at Road Atlanta or Lime
Rock or any other race track? NO. You just
did a turn at 30 mph around a pylon in an
autocross. Could this have been a description of turn 1 at a race track? Yes, but. But
you say? Correct. Almost daily we receive
calls from someone who has a “race car”
and wants parts. We say to ourself “SELF what kind of racing is the customer doing
or going to do?” A few questions into the
conversation and it turns out it’s not a race
car. OK, what is it? Answer: “well, I’m
going to autocross it.” “OK, do you plan to
drive it on the street? Answer - “Yes. In
fact it’s mostly street driven, or I autocross
it a couple times a year.” We now have
made progress in determining what the
customer can use.

race car set-up doesn’t work as well. Let’s
look at some of the differences:
Engine - race cars will have a close ratio
transmission. This keeps the engine revs in
the power band of the cam. Since a road
race car is running on much bigger tracks,
low end power is not an issue. You are not
starting from a standing start and you are
keeping the engine in the upper end of the
cam. Current Spitfire race cars
are turning as high as 8500 rpm
for sustained periods of time. A
Spitfire autocross car needs a
cam that starts sooner and gives
good “pulling power” when
leaving a slow corner. A race
car cam may have a power
band that is from 6000 to 9000
rpm. It will barely get out of its
own way at low speeds.

mally generate higher cornering forces for
a longer period of time, they often have
higher rate springs. On a banked track such
as Daytona, Charlotte or Pocono, we
always used higher rate springs due to how
hard the car was forced into the banking at
speed. Too stiff a spring on an autocross
car could have a negative effect. The car
could be so stiff that it could easily be very
twitchy. With very stiff springs, weight

Brakes - autocross cars need
AUTOCROSSING IS NOT RACING!!
brakes that have excellent
Rocky Entriken rounding the cones in his 1964 Spitfire
FACT - autocrossing is competing, but
“cold” stopping power. There is
would not be able to transfer to the wheel
against a clock, not against other cars in
no time in an autocross to heat up the
so the tire would not have as good a bite.
the same space at the same time.
brakes for better performance. Many race
The car could “skate” off intended turn
FACT - autocrossing is a violent sport. An
car brake compounds work better as they
path. Or, the back of the car would not
autocross is a series of “stab it and steer it”
get hotter. Autocross cars do not have this
have any grip so the car would oversteer or
maneuvers. Serious braking and hauling
luxury.
even spin-out. Shock absorbers follow this
the car around a pylon at 30 mph is much
Suspension - several schools of
same idea. A shock that is too stiff or has
more violent than 100 mph through turn 1
thought on this one. Since race cars nortoo little travel will upset the balance of the
at Mid-Ohio. Same idea. Get through the
turn as quickly as possible
with as much speed as
possible. But you do not
have the time to due nice
Kas Kastner’s
Dual Carb Kit
transitions into the turn,
Triumph Preparation • European 1 1/2" SU’s (used)
let the car settle and spend
• Intake manifold
Handbook
seconds in a cornering
• All linkage
state in autocrossing. You
stab the brake and steer
Mk3-1500
the car.
• Competition Prep Manuals
New
Lower
Price
for a limNow, this is not a put
• Interviews
30+ years of selling, racing, servicing British cars
• Racing stories
down for autocrossers.
ited time only, Call Today!
• and many new entries
There are some very good
New • Used • Rebuilt • Competition
cars. Skillfully driven and
well prepared. Look at
Be sure to check website
one of these the next time
often for specials and
you go to an autocross.
used sports cars
They are set-up to be
TSI Automotive
driven in an autocross
108 S. Jefferson St.
environment - tight turns,
Pandora, Ohio, USA 45877
moderate speeds, hard
ph. (800) 543-6648 (USA/Canada)
braking, geared for low
ph. (419) 384-3022 - tech/general info
end power so you can exit
fax (419) 384-3272 - 24 hrs
the pylon corner.
Because of the
www.tsimportedautomotive.com
nature of autocrossing, a

$3450

$225

British Car Parts
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Autocrossing is
Not Racing!
continued

Floor and Sills
Installation

part one

BY LIV HAASPER, CANADA

car. Translation - it’s slower.
Now that you have an idea of the
differences, what are the similarities?
Both types of cars need brakes that work
for their particular application. In our
endurance race cars, we ran a harder
compound on the outside of the caliper
than the inside. The inside pad received
more cooling so the wear became equal
(changing pads on a hot brake assembly
is not pleasant). Using stainless steel
brake lines instead of the rubber flex
lines are a must for both cars. The steel
braid hose doesn’t expand under pressure
so the brakes have a more consistent
pressure allowing more predictable braking. All the hydraulic components, both
brake and clutch are kept in first class
shape. Pads, shoes, rotors and drums are
checked for wear and damage. And the
list goes on...
Engine prep. Depending on the
class rules, the engine prep will vary
widely between autocross and race but
there are certain similarities. The build
process requires careful fitting of components. Clearances are checked. Balancing
is needed (if allowed by class rules).
Great attention to detail is required for
reassembly. Bolt-on components such as
carbs and headers are fitted to give the
maximum available for the type of power
band needed. I keep referring to power
band. What is it? This is the range where
the engine will make the most power
over a certain RPM range. A good street
performance cam will yield power in the
mid-range. This is where you do most of
your driving - 2nd and 3rd gear around
town, 4th or 5th on the highway. This is a
great cam profile for a hot street engine
but not necessarily a good race or
autocross cam. The power needs to be in
the range that helps the engine with what
you need.
This same criteria apply to suspension components, sway bar choice, wheel
and tire choice and a myriad of other
“variables” on the car. Decide what you
want to do. Buy what will work the best
for that purpose. If it is not a purpose
built vehicle, get the components that
will give you maxim use and
enjoyment. ■
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It was the day of reckoning.
The time had come to tackle the installation of the new floor pans and the
sills.
This repair was executed one side at a
time to keep the alignment of the car
simple.
BRACING:

When we got the GT6, the previous owner had already removed the
floor pans, sills and part of the firewall
from the driver’s side of the car, but he
had not installed braces to keep the
body tub straight. Before attempts were
made to weld in the newly purchased
floors and sills, we took measurements
and fabricated braces out of metal piping to assure the alignment of the car
and the fit of the doors and bonnet.
These braces, after the stripping of
paint was finally achieved, were inserted into the door opening of the GT6.
More on the fabrication of the braces
read below.
STRIPPING TO THE BARE
METAL:

We started the repairs on the driver’s side of the GT6, using tin snips
and air powered cutting discs and also
the spot weld drill. We cut away all the
rusted areas of the fire wall, the sill, the
A-pillar and inside edges. Before any
welding and repairing could be started,
we removed layers of black tar from the
firewall. In order to weld properly and
not contaminate the welds, the metal
has to be absolutely clean. The PO, in
an attempt to preserve the metal, had
sprayed a black, gooey mess of tar onto
every inch of the underside of the car. It
was a big job, soaking it with thinner,

scraping it off with knives, wire
brushes and anything else that
would work. With the help of a
gallon of Poly Strippa we
removed most of the paint and
primer. We came across a layer
of green top coat paint, and
another of brown, original paint,
a layer of grey primer and the
last layer of rust undercoating.
We removed and chipped away
paint and soaked certain areas
where fibreglass had been
applied with thinner. We scraped
away sections covered in bondo. In
order to get the metal to a shiny and
clean look, we used my air tool, the die
grinder, and its 3M attachment, the
roloc disk, polishing the metal until we
were satisfied with the results. The last
thing to tackle was to sand blast tiny,
unreachable corner and flanges. We
repeated this process on the inside of
the firewall and the areas bordering the
transmission tunnel and behind the
seats, which of course, had been
removed at this stage of the restoration.
The last section to clean in this fashion
was the inside of the door and the Apillar.
FABRICATING AND
INSTALLING BRACES:

Our braces were constructed in a
form of a triangle, connecting the upper
and lower door hinge to the door striker. We also installed a small pipe leading from the lower door hinge to the
body mounting near the transmission.
The braces were made of 1" tubing .
For the end sections we used 1 1/2 by
3/16th. angle iron. We fabricated two
braces, one for each side, taking into
consideration that each side of the car is
slightly different from the other.
REPAIRING RUSTED AREAS:

Before any attempts of body repair
were made, the braces were now
installed into the open door gap.
We were finally ready to fabricate
bits and pieces of sheet metal to replace
rusted edges and flanges and restore the
A—pillar to its original shape. Using
the cut-away pieces as templates, we
cut sections out of 20 gauge satin covered sheet metal. For repairs of this
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getting really familiar with this
process]. We used
polyester resin body
filler where needed,
sanded it of in the
usual fashion, then
primered. ■
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nature, a satin covered finish
is preferred in body shops
because it’s more rust resistant
than the *black*, or regular,
sheet metal. It takes a bit of
ingenuity to fit those replacement pieces to the panels of
the car, making sure to keep
the original shape. With the
help of an English wheel, we
bent certain pieces of sheet
metal into compound curves.
Flanges were created with a
metal bender. We had one after-market sill at our disposal, but had to
fabricate the second one for the passenger side. We learned rather quickly that the floor pans, and also the purchased sill
panel, did not fit properly and had to be modified.
The entire installation process was started by
attaching the inner sill to the A-post and quarter
panel, clamping the sill into place and screwing in
self drilling sheet metal screws as a temporary
measure. We installed the door for a test fit and,
when happy with the result, removed it again to
continue the work. Now it was time to fit the floor
panel, outer sill and, lastly, the cross member. Next
thing on the list of jobs was the fabrication of repair
panels for the fire wall and inner quarter panel.
Then, the door was fitted again to ensure a good
alignment. Finally, we were able to weld everything
in place, using the MIG welder. The entire process was then repeated on
the passenger side.
Welding was done through
holes we drilled into the
flanges on one side, imitating
spot welds [plug weld]. Repair
panels where butt- welded,
using an oxygen- acetylene
torch. Before welding, flanges
had to be cleaned and stripped
of primer and sprayed with
Zinc-dust paint [weldable
primer]. When all the welding
was completed, the welds had
to be ground off and sealed
with a seam sealer. Now, the
doors were fitted a last time to
the rear wing and the bonnet to
assure a proper fit with acceptable gaps.
To prepare the entire
repairs for primer and paint,
some body filler had to be
applied. In order to do this, we
removed the doors again [now

TUNE UP TIME!
Cap, points, cond., rotor 62-74
Cap & rotor 75-80
Oil Pressure relief valve & spring
Fuel Pump
Gas Tank Sending Unit
Lucus Hi-output Coil
Stromberg Mixture Adjustment Tool

$15
$10
$8
$17
$34
$40
$10

Front Wheel Bearing Kit
Rear Wheel Bearing Kit Major

$18
$27

Lucas DOT 5.1 Brake Fluid
$13.75
Brake Master Cylinder 67-75 New $195
Brake Reservoir 67-75
$35
Brake Master Cylinder 76-80 New $195
Brake Master Rebuild Kit 67-80
$19
PWD Valve + Switch 67-75
$75
Clutch Master Cylinder OE
$68
Clutch Slave Cylinder 67-80 OE
$65
Front Rotor w/HD Pads
$54
Slotted & Vented Rotor set
$68
Rear Wheel Cylinder Set (2)
$25
Rear Shoe Set
$18
Brake Hose Set (4)
$42
Brake Hose Set Stainless
$73
Rebuilt Calipers 67-80 Ex
$71
Caliper Rebuild Kit 67-80 (2)
$12
Robbins Top 71-80
Speedo Cable
DGV Weber Carb (manual choke)
DCOE Single Weber Carb

$179
$17
call
call

to order visit:
or call

865-690-1737

Products for the British Car Enthusiast
parts, books, manuals, clothing, tools...
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Electronic Speedo
BY BRUCE BARCLAY, ALBERTA CANADA

Sooner or later, quite a few
Spitfire (or GT6) owners find themselves contemplating either a change of
final drive ratio, or an overdrive transmission conversion. Their reasoning is
simple: a taller gear will allow higher
cruising speeds, better fuel economy,
and reduced engine wear.
There are of course several ways
to accomplish this - an OE-type overdrive tranny, a different crown and pinion set for the differential, or one of
those nifty conversion kits that allows
you to lash an existing 5-speed up to
your original engine. Or, if you’re a
real brute for punishment (like your
humble scribe), you engineer your own
adaptation of an existing tranny.
Either way, once you are done,
you end up with a speedometer that at
best is wildly out of calibration, or, at
worst, no speedo at all.
This was the dilemma I faced after
grafting a German Ford type T9 transmission onto my long-stroke (reads
“TR6 powered’) GT6. The speedo
cable drive pointed at an impossible
angle, and finding even a universal
cable to fit the T9 seemed impossible.
Additionally, the drive ratio was totally
incompatible with the existing speedo.
After a protracted period of headscratching (so THAT'S where my hair
went!) I decided that the best solution
would be to install an electronic
speedometer. I wanted something reliable, easy to read, and aesthetically
acceptable when placed next my
remaining stock instruments. And I
didn’t want to have to butcher the
dash.
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INSTALLING THE
COMPONENTS:

I settled on the VDO “Vision”
series of gauges, and ordered both a
speedometer and tachometer. The only
reason for the tach was to have both
these prominent gauges identically
styled. The gauges were available in a
4” size, with black face and white
numbers. I was really happy to find 4”
gauges, as I figured they would simply
fit right into the dash openings.
Well, almost. The VDO is about
.040” bigger than the stock gauges in
the body, so I got out my die grinder,
and opened up the
hole just enough
for them to clear.
After cleaning the
goopy varnish out
of the rabbeted
bezel ring counterbore, they fit perfectly. Yes, the digital odometer looks
a bit odd at first,
but in all other
respects I think
they look great!
Now for the
tricky part - getting
the transducer
mounted where it
can generate a useful signal. I chose
VDO’s 340-020
transducer, because
of both cost and
simplicity. It’s simply a permanent
magnet, with a coil

of wire wrapped around it, so it generates an electrical pulse every time a
ferrous (iron) part moves by its tip and
disturbs the magnetic lines of flux.
For smooth low-speed operation,
the VDO likes at least 6000 pulses per
mile. After considering several options,
I opted to pick up the signal off the
mounting bolts for the driveshaft
flange. On my GT6, with its 3.27:1
final drive, this yields roughly 12000
pulses per mile, as there are 4 bolts on
the flange, and the driveshaft revolves
about 3000 times per mile.
The differential front mounting
yoke is the ideal place for the mounting bracket. It already has a 5/16” hole
drilled right where you need it, and the
mounting bracket is easy to make. I
sawed mine out of a piece of 3” aluminum channel, but any suitably sized
angle would also do. If you stick to the
dimensions shown on the drawing, you
will find things line up just fine.
ADJUSTING THE AIR GAP:

The transducer has a long threaded body, to allow easy adjustment of
the air gap. If the gap is too large, the
speedometer won’t work properly at
low speeds. If the gap is too small, you
risk having the driveshaft flange rubbing on the transducer when the pinion
shaft bearings get wobbly.
I initially set the air gap to about
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1/16”. Then, I hooked my multimeter
up to the leads, and idled the car
(with the rear end jacked up and
securely blocked) in first gear. Trial
and error adjustment showed me that
anything over 50 millivolts was
enough to trigger the speedo. In my
installation, this meant that I was
able to open the gap up to about 1/8”,
which should be lots. I still had over
60 mv. It’s important to recognize
that different multimeters will average short voltage “spike” readings
differently, unless they have a “peak
hold” feature. Attaining 50mv is less
important than simply getting good
low-speed readings from your
speedo. Having said that, it’s a good
place to start with your adjustment.
WIRING AND
CALIBRATION:

The VDO comes with a pretty
good set of instructions for the
wiring. I ran a shielded cable from
the transducer, just to eliminate the
chance of any unwanted electrical
interference. I sealed the wires at the
transducer with brush-on neoprene .
It’s good enough for boats, so it
should be OK for my fair-weather
car.
Calibration is a snap. There’s no
need for complex calculations, or
inputting weird codes. Instead, VDO
offers you an “auto calibrate” option
that involves simply pushing a button, driving exactly one mile, and
pushing the button again. Presto! It’s
calibrated! Mine was bang on when
verified with a known standard. This
couldn’t be any simpler.
The only remaining problem
was with relocation of the various
indicator lights that used to live
inside the speedo. I leave the solution
of this to the reader’s discretion.
Now I can enjoy the delights of
my super-tough 5-speed, and have a
speedometer and odometer that I can
trust. Love it!
Now for those of you who might
suspect that I work for VDO (after
all, I haven’t had anything bad to say
about them!) the answer is NO. I just
really like a product that solves problems, and offers good quality at a
reasonable price. I just couldn’t have
asked for a nicer solution to a problem that really had me frustrated!
Well, that’s all there is to it!
Working carefully, you should be
able to do the whole thing in an afternoon. Make sure you save your old
gauges - some day they may be
priceless! ■
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Dual Gauge
Setup

1
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BY HOWARD BAUGUES,
INDIANA

That green light at the bottom of my
speedometer has never lit up since I
bought my Spit. I changed the sending
unit, but still had no luck. One thought
was that the bulb simply was burned out,
and could be changed, an easy task. But
when completed, what would I have? A
light that would warn me only when it
was too late. Not a very handy warning
device.
Having driven my Spitfire for about
20,000 miles, and it reaching 50,000 on
the odometer, I decided it was time to
install an oil pressure gauge so I could
see how the engine was doing. There are
lots of aftermarket gauges for sale, and
many look very nice in hot rods, and old
muscle machines, but they look out of
place in our British cars. I talked with
other Spitfire & GT6 owners to find
what solutions they have found. Some
installed an oil [pressure gauge in the
parcel tray, others have made new dash
layouts for 3, sometimes even 4 gauges
to be fitted in the center section of a
Mark IV or 1500 Spit.
While I am not a purist when it
comes to my Spit, I do like the simplicity
of the dash layout. It isn’t cluttered or
difficult to see, and I wanted
mine to remain that way. I
did some Internet browsing
and found that Paul Tegler
had installed a Smith’s
dual oil pressure & temperature that looked very
similar to the Spit original
gauges, so this was a good

PARTS NEEDED:
Smiths dual pressure gauge
Model #s GD 1500/61
GD 1301/21
GD 1301-64C078
GD 1301-00C
• 1/8" NPT tee
• 1/8" NPT coupler
• 1/8" NPT 1" threaded nipple
• 2 Push-Loc 1/8" NPT to 1/8" flex line
adapters
• 8ft 1/8" plastic flex line
• Temp probe adapter PN#11K2846
• pipe thread sealant: tape or putty
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slide the original gauge out of the front
side of the dash. [fig. 4]
The dual gauge had come complete
with glass and a chrome bezel, but for my
year Spitfire, both gauges are trimmed
with black/chrome rings. I removed the
ring from the dual gauge unit, removed
the glass, and used cotton swabs and alcohol to clean the face and needles of dirt &
debris that had found its way onto the
gauge face. Once clean, I removed the
ring from the face of my original gauge,
and cleaned it. I cleaned the glass, and
reinstalled the glass used the ring from my
original gauge. The fit was perfect. [fig.5]
I taped the flex line to the temp probe
so that both could be fed through the dash
and firewall together. I placed the gauge &
coil of flex line in the passenger seat, and
snaked the probe in through the dash hole,
and found an unobstructed path toward the
firewall. There are several factory holes in
the firewall that can handle these two lines
passing through. The choke hole, the main
electrical bundle, or the smaller hole next
to the main bundle of wires. On my ‘76,
this is where the emissions counter wire
passed through the wall. Since the emissions counter and wired had been
removed, this hole was free to use. I
pulled most of the slack out into the
engine compartment, slowly so not to kink
the lines. [fig.6]
At this point I decided to run the two
lines in different paths. I took the oil line
down along the wiring harness and ended
at the oil sensor switch. [fig. 7] I ran the
temp probe around behind the engine, and
over the intake manifold up to the thermostat housing. Prior to installing the “T”, I
covered the threads of all the pipe fittings
with pipe tape and fitted them together,
tightening all pieces while they were held
in a vice. I then removed the original oil
sensor switch, installed the “T” into the
block, reconnected the oil sensor switch,
then attached the flex line to the push-loc
connector. I used black nylon cable ties to
secure the oil line to the harness. Since
both the oil line & the cable ties were
black, they blended well with the wiring
harness. Be sure not to over tighten the
cable ties, as you can crush the oil line. I
moved to the other side of the engine and
routed the temp line clear of any hoses or
linkage that could cause a problem. I
removed the electric temperature sensor
and installed the temperature probe
adapter into the engine, and installed the
probe into the adapter. [fig. 8] Again I
used cable ties to secure the probe line in
place and keep it away from harm.
Back in the cockpit, I formed two
loops in the probe line for flexing during
operating, and any future dash removals,
and tucked it into the dash. I pushed the
gauge into the dash hole and attached the
mounting bracket and thumbnuts to hold it
in place. [fig. 9] I then started the engine
and held the oil line into a rag until oil
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came out. [fig. 10] The gauge will give a
steadier reading by being bled before use.
I then attached the line to the gauge, started the engine again, and moved to the
engine compartment to check for leaks. Be
sure to check for leaks around the oil sensor switch, and the “T”, as well as look for
leaks around the thermostat housing where
you installed the probe. Once I was sure
all was well, I went back to the cockpit to
watch the gauges performance.
Running at high (cold) idle of about
2000 rpms, the reading was 60psi. As the
temperature started to climb, the oil pressure dropped slightly to 55psi. After the
engine had reached operating temperature
(170oF) I hit the accelerator enough to
drop from fast idle to slow idle (900
rpms). The gauge held steady at 35psi. I
revved the engine up to cruising speed
(2700rpms) and
watched the
TIPS AND TRICKS:
gauge. It held at
• If your gauges’ gaskets are
about 47psi
tired and crumbly look for othThe overall
ers at Plumbing supplys or
installation was
hardware stores. The plumbing
section often has water pump
complete, and the
gaskets (used in garden ponds)
gauge looks good
that are a perfect fit.
in the dash. The
Also try pet stores that sell
one problem was
pond supplies.
illumination. I
• When running wiring or
checked with a
other lines through the firewall
few folks online
give it an extra measure of
and received a
safety against chaffing by putsuggestion and
ting a length of clear aquarium
offer from a feltubing around the line. Cut the
tube along its length and
low NASS memencase it where it will be going
ber who sent me
through the wall. The tube can
some model railbe held on with electrical tape.
road 12v/50mA
lights, small
enough to fit along the edges of the gauge.
These were attached with a small drop of
super glue and wired together and connected to the original bulb socket from the
factory gauge. If one light bulb burns out,
a drop of acetone will release the glue,
and another bulb can be put in its place.
The gauge cost $35 (used) and the
addition materials were less than $10, so
this conversion was under $50 and took
less than 3 hours total. Now when I drive,
I can periodically check the pressure
gauge, as I always have, and see oil pressure as well as engine water temperature.
This helps give the confidence that this
Triumph can go out, and return home safely again, under its own power.
I would like to thank a few people for
their help and advice during this project.
Paul Tegler, Mark Brown, and Gene
Eighmy. Without them, it would not have
been so easy.
For more info on the dual gauge
change over, check Paul Tegler’s website
at
www.teglerizer.com/triumphstuff/75w_dualgauge.htm ■
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option. Checking with parts vendors I
found that many of the regulars sold dual
Smiths gauges, either new or reconditioned. Prices averaged around $125 for a
nice unit. That was a bit more than I wanted to spend on this project.
I visited an open house of a new/used
parts dealer in west central Kentucky and
started looking through his parts bins for a
working dual gauge. The first two I found
looked great, almost new in fact. The proprietor told me those were reconditioned
units and cost $125 each. Those went back
in the bins and I explained what I was
looking for. Quickly I was handed a couple of slightly dirty, used units and quoted
a price of $35 each. Not bad, but do they
work? We used a lighter to heat the temperature probe for a few seconds and the
needle began to climb. OK, temp works,
what about the oil pressure? The proprietor blew into the line fitting and the oil
gauge moved up a little. OK, it isn’t
frozen, I’ll try it. I was told this gauge was
out of early seventies MG Midget, model
#GD 1500/61. It was complete with a
chrome bezel and glass, and even a slightly dried rubber o-ring for the dash. It was
pointed out that this particular model used
an edge light for illumination, rather than
a back light. That should not be too hard
to figure out a fix. The price was paid, and
off I went to improve my Spitfire. [fig. 1]
I needed a few things to complete the
installation, as the gauge only came with
the temp probe attached, and nothing connected to the oil fitting. [fig. 2-3] From
having changed the oil sensor previously, I
knew the threads in the block were standard eighth inch pipe threads. I bought a
1/8” T, an 1/8” by 1 inch pipe nipple, an
1/8” pipe coupler, 2 Push-Loc 1/8” flex
line adapters, and about 8 feet of 1/8” high
pressure plastic tubing. Some folks prefer
to use copper lines, but having worked in
the plastics industry for 25+ years, I have
learned to trust the plastic stuff too. In
reading Tegler’s website for his installation, I needed a temperature probe adapter
to connect to the block by the thermostat
housing, to prevent the probe from interfering with the thermostat. This part,
#11K2846, is available from most of the
regular parts suppliers, Spitbits, Little
British Car Company, etc. at about $4-5
plus shipping.
With all the parts ready, the installation will take about 1-2 hours. First,
remove the heater knobs (an allen screw
underneath) and remove the four screws
holding the center dash plate in place. Lift
up on your dash slightly, and tilt the plate
forward to remove it. You can now see the
back of the of the center dash plate.
Remove the bulb socket from the back of
the original gauge, and lay it aside.
Remove the wires from the bottom of the
gauge, tucking them out of the way.
Remove the thumbscrew for the gauge
bracket, and take off the “U” bracket, and
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Q&A
BRAKE FLUID

I have heard great things about
Synthetic brake fluid. Should I change to
DOT 5? What will I need to know or
change in the fluid in the clutch system?
—Tim
The idea was that any rubber that
made contact with a different kind of fluid
had to be new. More than likely all rubber
seals in the clutch master and slave need to
be renewed.
There have been two problems with
DOT 5 in vintage cars.
1. seal expansion
2. seal absorption.
Some have gotten by with a simple
flush of the system is all that is required
with no changing of the rubber seals.
Others have horror stories. I think all boils
down to natural rubber or synthetic rubber
seals and the fact that the seals absorb the
fluid.
Answer to 1: Natural rubber absorbs
the fluid and expands to fit the cylinders
making them leak-proof. Some Synthetic
rubber does not expand as much with DOT
5 thus allowing leaks.
Answer to 2: Some people have gotten
away with a simple flush of the old fluid
with alcohol and all worked fine but others
haven't. From what I get from much partial
info: some natural rubber seals (full of
DOT 3-4) melt if exposed to DOT5.
And since suppliers cannot tell you
which you have it can be a toss up.
SO, first try a simple flush with alcohol
knowing that you will probably have to
change the internal rubber.
SS DIF CODES

I have a diff. with the letters "SS" stamped
in the housing after the "FH" numbers. I
can't find any thing written that refers to
these letters. Do you or anyone out there
know what they mean.
—Don Johnson
I am going on an educated guess but I
believe the SS means Supplied Spare or
Special Systems (documentation is not very
clear). SS designation mean the original
item was changes before leaving the factory. I have seen many engines with this code
but rear ends are new to me.
Again, we have gotten little bits and
pieces of info that we have worked into a
hypothesis. We think that if an engine (or
diff in your case) did not work in final testing (before shipping) it was yanked out and
replaced with one that did. Then that engine
was fixed and put into the next car that's
engine would not run.
There is also speculation that the facHave an answer or a question?
Send it to:
info@triumphspitfire.com
or
P.O. Box 30806,
Knoxville, TN 37930-0806
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tory also used that code for cars that were
tested, for photoshoots/magazine
articles/testing and then had parts replaced
so it could be sold as new. An example
would be Triumph doing a new brochure
and wanted to give HP and torque ratings.
They put the car on the dyno and get the
data then replaced the engine with a new
one to be able to sell it as new.
If you hear other information please
let us know... I would like to share with
other SS agents!
MKIV AND 1500’S

I have what I believe to be a 1973
Spitfire 1500. The "vin" is in the correct
range, but it is labeled as a "1500" and not a
Mark IV. Most sites I go to say that the
1500's started in 1975. Can you help shed
some light on this for me?
—Kris
The confusion comes from the fact that
there were both 1973 1500’s and1973
MkIV’s depending where you live. 1500 was
in North America and MkIV everywhere
else.
Many of the websites are either also
confused or based in Europe. Like I said,
very confusing until you hear it from someone that knows for sure.
At that time the US government was
really hitting car companies hard about
lowering their emissions, raising the fuel
mileage and making cars safer in accidents.
Triumph put on some power-starving emissions equipment and tried to counteract it
by boring out its 1300cc engine to 1500cc.
In theory this would have a net loss in
power of 0. Worked for a while but every
year the US government would raise the
standards loosing more and more power.
Europe loved it as their cars were, after 74
down right quick with that bigger engine.
AXLE TROUBLES

I used to own a 1978 1500 Spit about
5 years back. I'm thinking of getting another but for one problem I had some major
problems go wrong with mine in the 3 years
I had it. It had 2 driver side half shafts snap
on it in the 3 years and the front right (driver) stub wheel axle snapped throwing the
wheel under the car while driving. Are these
heard of problems with the Spit or did I just
have the luck to buy a wreck?
—Ian Spivey
It is not very common but I have heard
of shafts blowing up. Mainly because of
bearing wear. The wheel bearings are never
really replaced when they need to be causing damage. Changing bearings requires a
"Special Tool" and most owners either don't
have one, can't find one for sale, can't
afford to buy one, or can't afford the labor
of someone that does have one. Has you
have guessed, money is a big issue with
many Spit owners.
My guess is that you were just unlucky

with that car. I believe you purchased a car
that had very bad bearings and the replacement shaft also had bad bearings (it is common practice/but not smart to replace a
shafts with used parts and not replace the
bearings with new ones.)
The bearings on my 76 are really
grumbling right now so I am not driving it.
They will be changed as soon as the weather gets warm.
The front is a puzzle. Could have been
cracked from an accident and just let go on
you at a later date. Very rare problem! I
have only heard of it happening once before
and that was on a racecar (high stress situation).
I would say go for it but for your
peace of mind have it gone over by someone that knows these cars. A local British
Car club should be able to recommend a
reputable shop or member.
BOXED AND READY TO SELL

Hi, Ii am dealing with a guy about a
Spitfire MK 1 the problem is that this car is
spare parts in a garage in boxes most of the
parts are new. Am I crazy to buy it?
—Bernardette
My advise to you would be to:
• Get a really good shop manual (shows
breakdowns of all the systems of the car)
• Get many parts catalogs (also shows
breakdowns, sometimes better than manuals)
• Get a friend with an early Spitfire (so you
can see how parts actually fit together)
• Join a Spitfire/British Car club (so you
can have access to hard to find parts, support and experience of people that have
done this)
The problem with buying a car like this
is:
1. even though the seller assures you everything is there there will be some missing
parts. And some parts on early cars are not
only difficult but impossible to find now.
2. Part will probably not be labeled very
well as to where they go. A total rebuild of
a car from scratch is difficult even for
someone that knows these cars.
3. Even if all the parts are there, and some
are new, it is difficult troubleshooting problems if many systems are involved. If, for
instance the headlights don't work then
finding the fault would have to include the
possibility that one, many or all of the parts
are simply not put together correctly. Once
that they are built correctly again, then
finding the broken part can be looked for.
An extra, more complicated, time consuming step is added to the process.
I do not want to say it is not possible
to do this. I know people that have done it.
If you are looking for a rewarding,
long term project, especially if you can get
the car for very little money, then go for
it.■
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Building A Spit RX (Part 3)
BY RIC GIBSON, COLORADO

Although this is the third article
published in Spifire/GT6 Magazine about
my car, it’s actually the first written by
myself. The first two were bits and
pieces taken from my web site, which
serves as a project update page, and
repository of digital photos. These online
photos have been invaluable in describing specifics to vendors and consultants
where verbal descriptions completely
failed. The first installment described the
many failures I’ve experienced with shop
owners who claim to be accomplished
fabricators, yet have done nothing but
botched my car, and cost me valuable
time and money.
THE PROJECT

This project started simply
enough...my 1979 Spitfire 1500 (purchased very cheaply) needed the engine
rebuilt. After driving her in stock form
for several years, I’d fallen in love with
the convertible roadster feel. But like
many Spitfire owners, I wanted more
than the 55hp from a fresh engine.
Wanting the smallest engine that provides
the highest power to weight ratio, I eventually decided to change over to a rotary,
or Wankle style engine. Well known to
most Spitfire owners, the original Spitfire
differential cannot withstand more than
about 75 lb/ft of torque, so it had to be
changed also. Therefore I decided to use
the entire RX7 drivetrain, engine, transmission and rear
end. Since the RX7
has an 8” wider
wheelbase than a
Spitfire, a wider,
stronger chassis
needed building.
This led to a wider
steering rack, modified suspension,
better brakes, and
before I knew it, an
entire makeover.
This experience has
led me to believe
that every auto
enthusiast should
design and build
their very own
sports car, to their
very own specifications. Like the
Revel model cars of
childhood...but
when finished,
these can be driven.

My Advice Before Starting
My best advice to anyone attempting a
project like this-be very particular about
your fabricators. In the Denver area, I’ve
found many engineering experts claiming
decades of accumulated experience in the
field, some even claim to have degrees in
mechanical engineering and metallurgy.
In reality, they’re experts only at separating you from your hard earned paycheck.
Avoid anyone who has all the answers
before asking what you really need.
Avoid anyone who wants to completely
reengineer your chassis structure on a
whim. Avoid anyone who makes general
comments like, “Your car will never turn
right.” Most importantly, if you come
across any shop owner who is also a current race car driver, and arrogant, put
your hand on your wallet and run like
hell. (I’ve actually found four of these
guys in the Denver Metro area, and
they’re all bad news.)
Seek out people who listen more
than talk. Look at their facilities...you
want to see pipe benders, MiG welders,
plasma cutters, chassis jigs, corner
weight scales, and several examples of
their work sitting around. Ask them for
references, then seek out and talk with
those references. Look at the cars and
work done on them by that fabricator.
A FEW GOOD MEN
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No one person can possibly possess

all the skills or knowledge necessary to
complete a project like mine (adequately). I’d like to thank John Witthar and
Jeff at Witthar Racing for doing the
majority of building, including chassis,
body, and suspension fabrication. Brian
Cain engineered the engine, including the
rebuilding, porting, and basic design
(turbo, injector and computer choices)
along with too many improvements to
mention here. Attila Weiser of Weiser
Engineering, adapted the RX7 transmission tail housing parts for a perfect fit
(and shift) for the Spitfire. Dennis
Spencer, of Team Spencer.com, shared
invaluable knowledge about cooling
structure design, suspension, provided
overall encouragement and a really cool
hat. Everyone on the FC3S.com website
provided basic rotary knowledge, parts,
advice and encouragement. Nigel at
Spitbits.com provided me with many
parts and advice in a very timely and professional manner. A very special thanks
to those on the Yahoo Spitfire Enthusiast
web page who told me this couldn’t, and
shouldn’t be done...the best incentive and
inspiration of all.
CHASSIS

I want the chassis to withstand 500
lb/ft of torque, so I elected not to cut the
RX7 rear subassembly narrower (and
weaken it). The track on the RX7 is 8”
wider than the Spitfire, which worked out
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well, considering “wider is better”. I’d
like the front track 1/2” wider than the
rear for handling purposes. I went with
the basic ‘three box design’ for torsional
stability, as wide at the tub, and matching
the Spitfire’s front-rear axle distance.
John suggested 2” X 2” X .095 square
tube steel, which was fabricated over the
rear end first, and was completed at the
front bumper last. It mates the Mazda
rear end subassembly at all four pickup
points to the engine and transmission
mounts, to the front control arm pickup
points. A small roll cage around the passenger compartment provides some rigidity, and a bit of extra protection over the
original Spitfire tub. The rear roll bar was
just low enough to allow the soft top to
close properly.

The front suspension consists of
upper and lower control arms with coil

over Koni Sport Shocks mounted on
height adjustable spring perches. The
lower control arms are Spitfire, with the
trunnions removed. The upper control
arms are adjustable links with hemi joint
pick up points, to provide easy camber
and caster adjustments. The adjustable
spring mounts can adjust for corner
height, and static weight on each wheel.
Also, a custom shock tower brace was
added to further stiffen the front geometry.
A front end stabilizer bar connects at the
lower control arms.
We used Mercury Monarch spindles,
rotors, hubs and brakes, since they have

I’ve got 350 ft/lb springs in the front
and 200 ft/lb in the rear for now, and they
are working out well for the engine break
in period. I’ll be lowering the car soon,
and tuning for a perfect balance a little
later. For now, it’s incredibly light, very
stiff, low and agile with these settings.
John will allow me to swap springs until I
find a good feel.
The initial corner weights were:
Right front: 26%
Left front: 24%
Right rear: 23%
Left rear: 27%
Since that weighing, I moved the battery
to the right rear corner, and added engine
fluids. This was a quick weight check,
and the adjustable springs weren’t tuned
yet. Alone, the car weighed 2040 lbs,
with driver and half tank of fuel, 2331 lbs.
John installed the rack and pinion
from a ‘97 Camero Z28. It’s very close
ratio gearing, and easy to use without the
power pump. The front chassis width was

SUSPENSION

The rear end suspension came from
the ‘87 RX7 T2 (referred to as FC3S by
RX7 enthusiasts) and has some very nice
features, including fully independent suspension, a stabilizer bar, a limited slip differential (LSD), 11” disk brake rotors,
with a trailing arm design that actually
turns away from a turn when cornered
hard, pointing the nose of the car further
into the turn (this feature is often eliminated by some Solo racers).
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the same lug pattern as the Mazda, provide 11” disk brake rotors, and were
cheap and available at the time of fabrication. ‘93 RX7 parts will replace these as
soon as a good set can be acquired.
Replacing these will reduce unsprung
weight and provide wheel speed sensors,
which will come in handy the day I install
Racelogic traction control.

fabricated for perfect bump steer using
this rack.
The wheels are Konig Monsoon 16”
X 7”, and are mounted with Falken
205/40R16Z on all corners.
Eleven inch disk brakes are set up on
all wheels, with the front and rear controlled by separate master cylinders. A
dial controlled proportioning rod connects
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the brake pedal to both master cylinders.
The dial is positioned behind the dash,
just to the right of the steering column,
between the driver’s legs. Right now
I’ve got it adjusted so that the front
wheels lock up barely before the rears.
Bias adjustable brakes are a very nice
addition.
DRIVETRAIN

The ‘88 RX7 Turbo came with a
1308cc two rotor engine, 5 speed manual
transmission, and limited slip differential.
The transmission for the turbo model was
much stronger than the n/a, and is the

same tranny as the ‘91 Ford
Ranger/Bronco 2WD (Ford’s MD51).
The extension housing had to be shortened, or the shifter would be behind the
seats. Attila Weisser, of Weisser
Engineering redesigned this housing for
perfect gear shifter placement.
The stock flywheel was replaced
with a lighter flywheel (18lbs), and an
ACT 6 puck clutch was used. A custom
driveshaft is fitted perfectly and safely
with a tunnel driveshaft loop.
ENGINE
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As mentioned above, I used a 1988

Mazda 13B Turbo engine. Lots of pros
and cons with this engine, but in the end,
I went with it. The rotary engine is
banned in Formula 1, Indy cars and Le
Mans because “it’s considered an unfair
advantage.” It’s very light, small enough
to fit into a Spitfire engine compartment,
and capable of ludicrous amounts of
power. Critics of rotary engines are
quick to point out design flaws such as
seals, cavitation, emissions, and their list
goes on. Some of their points are valid,
no doubt, but most problematic areas of
the rotary engine have been worked out
by technology and time. No engine is
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in a surge tank surrounded by porous
foam in an ACT 15 gallon fuel cell.
In order to flow more air/fuel mixture through this engine, a moderate
street porting was done by Brian Cain.
Brian has developed a unique porting
style that increases the port size (volume)
increasingly towards the direction of

perfect, but for me, a 9000rpm redline
with a 45 degree linear power curve
sounds pretty smooth. Also, modern
rotary owners don’t seem to let these
problems get in their way.
To really tap the power of this
engine, a much larger than stock turbo
charger will be used...one that can produce 20 psi of manifold pressure and
400+hp. The recipe followed for this
result on the FC3S web site suggested a
Turbonetics T04 turbo. I chose the .84

A/R p-trim, ceramic coated, divided turbine side for quicker spool up, less turbo
lag, but lower top end power. The compressor is a 60-1 housing. The 50mm
external wastegate controls boost via a
Greddy Profec B electronic boost controller unit.
With this much boost, a good supply
of fuel is needed to cool and power it.
The four stock injectors are 550cc/min
primary and secondary. I increased these
to 720cc/min primary and 1600cc/min
secondary injectors (two each). A custom variable rate fuel pressure regulator
controls flow to the injectors, and it’s

supplied by a high flow Walbro electric
fuel pump. The pump, in turn is housed
40

flow, facilitating the flow of air through
the engine. Seals were all upgraded to
FD series, new bearings installed, 75psi
oil regulator, oil pan baffle plate
installed, and several other improvements.
The stock engine control unit wasn’t
programmed to control this much boost,
fuel flow or power, so a stand alone computer was a must. I considered Wolfe
3D, Electromotive and Haltech. I found
more engine control, tech support and
enthusiast favor fell with the Haltech
Model E6K (already superceded by
Model E11). This computer controls
ignition timing and fuel injector flow
based on Manifold Air Pressure, RPM,
and Air/Fuel readings, taking into consideration coolant and air intake temperature, barometric pressure, and too many
other things to list here. It allows for
many Pulse Width Metered (PWM) outputs including trailing plugs, fuel pump,
open/closed loop, electric cooling fan,
shifter light/buzzer, or any electrical circuit controlled by a logical grounding
switch. It’s easily programmed by my
old 286 laptop running DOS 6.4 (I’m
glad I didn’t throw it away). It gets it’s
power from a cigarette lighter plug. The
laptop changes the fuel and ignition
maps, or loads entirely new map programs into the Haltech ECU for different
engine profiles. The map program is
tuned using wide band air/fuel meters,
emission meters and chassis dynamometers. All the sensors and actuators are

connected to the ECU by electrical plug
connectors and colored wires. Directions
are included in the instruction manual,
with several more personalized versions
available online.
Another way to safely increase
power is to cool the intake air charge,
thus condensing the oxygen in the combustion chambers. The high pressure air
is very warm coming off the turbocharg-

er, and is channeled into a front mounted
Turbonetics (Spearco) intercooler (18” X
22” X 4”) mounted just behind the grill
through 2 1/2” aluminum pipe. This not
only improves power, but helps to reduce
the chances of detonation (from overlean).
What high-pressure induction system would be complete without a really
cool sounding blow off valve? I chose a
TurboXS, as the salesman assured me it
would be much less than 110 decibels
(the minimum level desired by “The Fast
and the Furious” crowd). It’s mounted on
the 2 1/2” aluminum pipe between the
intercooler and throttle body and relieves
pressure spikes in the induction system.
Letting off on the throttle (shifting, decelerating) even a little provides a very distinctive and cool sounding
“Pssssssshhhhhhhhhhhhht”.
The rotary is known to be a very hot run-
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ning engine; therefore efficient oil coolers, radiator and fan are imperative. Jeff
at Witthar Racing designed a cold air
plenum style box. Straight from the
design books of NASCAR and GT racing, it takes advantage of the “Ram Air”
effect. [Air will move more quickly
through a tube that has a small opening
and high air pressure with a large outlet
surrounded by low pressure.] My cold
air box has a smaller grill opening at the
front of the car, and the outlet is large,
and opens into the engine compartment.
Since this effect only works while the car
is moving, I installed a 2400cfm Black
Magic electric puller fan. The Haltech
ECU will actuate the fan anytime coolant
temperature is above 186 degrees. The
fan is positioned at the back of the
plenum so that air velocity greater than
2400cfm will still pass around the fan.
Also residing inside the cold air box
(with the intercooler) are the stock RX7
oil cooler and a 3 row- cross flow-brass
radiator custom built to fit this box.
As with most prototype vehicles, many
systems were installed several times,
each time suited for better function. The
exhaust system is a perfect example. I
had Rick at Exhaust Pro install three different configurations, before settling on
it’s current setup. After the big turbo was
installed, a single three inch pipe ran to a
straight through muffler in the back, but

this proved too annoying for my neighbors. The final setup consists of a 3”
turbo pipe to a 3” catalytic converter to a
3” glass pack muffler to a high flow Y
pipe. This splits into two 2 1/2” pipes
that each connect to a dual tipped muffler
out the back. That adds up to four 2 1/2”
exhaust tips. It’s still fairly loud, but better than before. Another anonymous per-
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son constructed a “track pipe” that
replaces the cat for days when emissions
aren’t a necessary evil. This and the
turbo downpipe are 3” diameter, flanged
on both ends, and black ceramic coated
to withstand 2200 F. The 2 1/2” dual
pipes create a better flow, and more
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Since this will be my daily driver,
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(weather permitting), I’ll need to pass an
annual Colorado emissions test.
Through no small effort, Jeff at Witthar’s
found room to mount an air pump to
force air through the catalytic converter
spit air pipe. It’s attached by two bolts,
and is easily removed and replaced.

fuse blocks, each with 6 fuse capacity at
the local Checker Auto Parts. ATC blade
style fuses were used, as these are compact, common and inexpensive. I wired
two blocks for switched power and left
one unswitched, direct power for a
potential of 18 different fused circuits.

ELECTRICAL

Then I enclosed them in a small sealed
plastic case on the firewall.

One of the fabricators at J.P. Race Cars
burned right through the main electrical
harness with an acetylene torch, and several smaller chassis harnesses didn’t survive the extensive cutting and welding of
fenders. I was able to get a brand new
harness from Nigel at Spitbits which I
installed. Much later, the harnesses were
sliced open, wires spread out, and
unneeded Triumph wiring was eliminated. This entailed days of wire tracing,
testing, eliminating and wrapping. The
Spitfire wiring schematic proved invaluable. My neighbor Ray Lund, of Lund
Computer Services, proved to be an
extremely knowledgeable and essential
set of helping hands. The Triumph
wiring not removed consisted of the head
lamps and beams, all turn signals, fog
lights, brake lights, tail lights, horn and
wipers. Removed were the engine electrical, wires behind the Triumph dash
and original fuse box. I fabricated alternator and starter circuits from the Mazda
electrical schematics and ran them
through the Spitfire ignition (keyed)
switch. All wiring behind the dash,
including gauge power, lights, sensor
wires, power and ground circuits were
fabricated as necessary. I found three
42

BODY

Since the RX7 wheelbase was eight
inches wider than the Spitfire, I had tires
sticking out four inches beyond the fenders. The original wheel wells and fenders were modified to flare out over the
tires. Porsche 911 front fender flares
were grafted into place, and rear fender
flares were designed by John Witthar’s
brother. Lots of fiberglass and bondo
were used, and someday these may
become molds for fiberglass or carbon
fiber body parts. As of this writing, the
body is just roughed in, and in need of
shaping, blocking sanding and painting.
I’m going to finish it in a two stage, single color...BRG.
INTERIOR

The entire bottom of the Spitfire tub
and firewall were cut out and replaced
with 18 gauge sheet metal. We attempted to duplicate the original Spitfire interior shapes as closely as possible, allowing for the front roll hoop (under the
dash), rear roll bar and side support bars.
Jeff and John did an excellent job of
maintaining interior space for the driver
and passenger, although it’s still a cozy
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fit. I replaced the original three piece
Spitfire wooden dash board by cutting a
one piece blank of 3/8” marine
mahogany plywood. I veneered it with
redwood burl and cut holes for the new
dash instruments, keeping close to the
original Spitfire placement style. I chose
eleven gauges, consisting of a clock,
electric speedo, electric tachometer, oil
temp, coolant temp, exhaust temp, oil

replaced easily if I get caught in bad
weather.
SO FAR

pressure, boost, fuel level, air fuel and
volt meter. These are all Autometer Ultra
Light gauges with matching aluminum
bezels. I had to create a console below
the dash, centered on the tunnel for an
additional four gauges, all materials are
the same as the dash.
The transmission was positioned
higher in the center tunnel (for lower
ground clearance), leaving less width
than the original Spitfire seats required.
John located some very narrow fiberglass
racing seats that once trimmed fit very
nicely into the cockpit. I installed 5
point cam lock racing harnesses into
both, and electric seat heaters will be
added soon.
At the time of this writing, the
interior still consists of bare sheet metal.
Black carpet for the floors and tan leather
or vinyl for the console, doors and rear
compartment will be installed by Sid, of
Sid’s Interiors here in Northglenn
Colorado, after the body and paint is
complete. The carpet and console cover
will be held in place by dark colored
snaps, so they can be removed, dried and

Getting the engine installed and running was a major achievement. Rotary
engines have to be broken in very gently
(2000 miles) after bearing replacement,
this is far more critical than with reciprocating engines. In Colorado, very little
time is allowed for temporary registration
permits (10 days), and much gentle break
in is required before the engine can pass
emission tests. Considering I got the
engine running in Colorado during
November, much of the break in period
was done between snow storms,
in very cold weather. I
made many round trips
on rural highways to
avoid anyone interested in seeing my
(expired) registration forms.
Possibly the
most nerve racking thing was trying out the chassis.
Just rolling her out
of the garage on her
own power was a major
accomplishment. The first
right and left turns went well...as
did lane changes at highway
speeds...she held together at 75mph...then
90...and 110mph, the same as my heart
rate. I’ve been very happy with Witthar’s
welding so far. The incomplete body
work doesn’t include the rubber seals yet,
so many squeaks and rattles are still to be
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worked out. Being the paranoid sort, I
checked all the chassis bolts frequently
during the first 1000 miles.
In all, I’ve been very pleased with
her handling. She’s extremely light, low
and stiff. Icy parking lots have been a
source of delight...seeing which end
breaks lose first, wheel lock brake adjustments...and donuts pivoting perfectly
around a single front tire. After 1000
miles, I increased the rev limit from 4000
to 6000rpm, and discovered that untuned,
I can break the rear wheels lose at
55mph. The clutch is firm, but not too
heavy. The brakes require a little more
effort than my
Toyota

Tacoma,
but lock up
easily if that’s what I want. In all, she’s a
very responsive, fun to drive little car.
STILL AHEAD

At the time of this writing, there is
still much to be done. As mentioned, the
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body, paint and interior all need completing. More importantly, to me, is to get
the tuning accomplished. First the
engine, then the suspension.
The engine tuning consists of setting
the fuel injector maps and ignition timing
maps. A basic starter map was provided
by the engine builder, Brian Cain, that
allows for starting and a brief break in
period. It’s considered rich and retarded,
but this keeps me from detonating the
engine during the initial starting and
bearing break in period. Jim Berg, tuner
extrordinaire, will be tuning the
maps...first for basic drivability, then for
Colorado emissions tests, then finally on
a Dynojet dynomometer at Bear’s shop
(John Witthar’s god-son...small world,
eh?). The dyno is equipped with a wide
band O2 sensor, and this will be the
engine’s main power map.
Once the engine is dialed in, (and
possibly before, incrementally), I’ll get
the suspension tuned. I’ll be needing just
enough ground clearance to get over the
4” speed bumps at the local shopping
mall. Next I’ll try experimenting with
different spring rates, front and rear. I’ll
probably keep one set for daily driving,
and another for serious track running.
John Witthar will allow me to experiment
with different spring rates until I find a
good balance for each setup. Wider,
lighter wheels with racing tires will eventually be found for racing days. Thanks
to the suspension setup by John, I’ll be
able to do quick spring changes, and
front end alignments in my home garage.
With the height adjustable spring perches, I’ll be able to corner weight exactly
25% of the total static weight onto each
tire patch.
FUTURE UPGRADES

The next major improvement
planned will be for a Racelogic electric
traction control unit. This will electronically decrease engine power when wheel
spin exceeds a programmed preset per-

centage. It includes a launch control program, which mostly compares the front
and rear wheel speeds, allowing for
wheel spin percentages. Another available option with this unit is a “full throttle shift”. I keep the throttle on the firewall, and the rpm decreases to a preset
value while the clutch is depressed. Let
go the clutch pedal, and its back to full
throttle. The unit compares wheel speeds
and slippage at the 1/1000th second time
intervals, and alters either the injector or
spark or throttle inputs to decrease engine
power. As mentioned, allowable wheel
slippage is set by the driver. I’m no
expert driver, and this should make up
for my lack of skills (with a 5 lb/hp
weight ratio especially). The launch and
full throttle control options should provide very impressive quarter mile drag
times.
For the distant future, I’m keeping
my eyes open for a good BMW M5
transmission. The SMG2 is a proven

tranny that allows several levels of shifting, both automatic and paddle shifting.
This will eliminate the clutch pedal, and
give it a ‘formula car’ feel. Of course
that will entail either a custom built bell
housing, or adapter plate of some sort.
It’s my understanding that making
carbon fiber body parts isn’t rocket science, and I’d love to upgrade to push rod
style suspension system.
CONCLUSION

So far, this project has taken 3 years,
and I’m nearly finished. It’s been expensive, and a bit of every human emotion,
good and bad. Now that I’m actually
piloting this little rocketship, I think its
all been worth it, and then some. It turns
a lot of heads, gets me a lot of waves,
and even though still primer grey, is a
very effective fem magnet. It’s been an
incredible experience building, and owning “One’s Own Perfect Sports Car”. ■
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SHOWING OFF

17th Annual British Car Festival
PALOS HILLS, ILLINOIS, SEPTEMBER 14, 2003
STORY AND PHOTOS BY CHRIS YOUNG

On Sunday, September 14th, the British Car
Union of Chicagoland hosted the 17th annual “British
Car Festival”. Held in Palos Hills, Illinois, a suburb of
Chicago, this all British event drew over 650 cars and
several thousand people. Located on the beautiful
grounds of Morraine Valley Community College, this
clear, sunny day was filled with hundreds of British
sports cars, tech sessions on a variety of maintenance
subjects and even several “walking tours” of selected
marques; complete with knowledgeable guide.
Once again this huge show attracted cars from all
over the midwest, including Aston Martin’s,
DeLorean’s, Jensen’s, Metropolitan’s, vintage MG’s
and Triumph’s, even a 1924 Rolls Royce Silver Ghost.
How many shows are there where you can compare
fifty or so TR6’s all parked along side one another?
How about eight or ten Jaguar XK series or even a
Rolls Royce Limo?
For the Spit lovers, there were over thirty in
attendance along with several GT6’s. Winners in the
Spitfire class were:
1. #61
Dan Swanson
1974
2. #214 Tom Morgan
1979 1500
3. #189 Mark Hudson
1967 MK II
Winner in the GT6 category was #57 Sue &
Dave Snyder's 1973 GT6 MK3. Pictures show the
immaculate winning GT6, a custom paint job on a
glossy, green Spitfire. The other shots show the seemingly endless line of colorful Spitfires gleaming in the
sunshine. The little red Spit looks almost like it flew
right off the main page of the TriumphSpitfire.com
website!

British Car Shows and Events
APRIL

2004

MAY

Tennessee, Knoxville, April 4, 2004
Delaware, Lewes, May 1
Cystic Fibrosis Fund Raising Event and Car Show, English Auto Society,
Lewes British Motorcar Show, British Car Club of Delaware,
(865) 671-3935
inquiry@leweschamberofdcommerce.com, 302-645-8073
Florida, Tallahassee, April 15-18, 2004
Tennessee, Townsend, Tally Ho Inn, May 8
Southeastern Vintage Triumph Register Meeting, Temple of Triumph
Springtime in the Smokies British Car Show, Blount British Cars Club
Florida, St. Augustine, April 16-17, 2004
Georgia, Near Atlanta, May 8th
Legends on the Green British Car Show, Jaguar Car Club of North Florida, Chateau-Elan Show, Contact Tom Yokelson at (770) 804-9380
Tennessee, Gatlinburg, May 8
(904) 716-9572, concourschair@jagdriver.org
Florida, Pensacola, April 17th
Concours and British Car Show weekend, Smoky Mtn. Jag Club,
12th Pensacola British Car Beach Bash, Panhandle British Car
glc100850@aol.com, (865) 689-1349
Association, (251) 961-7171, tschmitz@ametro.net
California, Dixon, May 16
New Mexico, Las Cruces /Old Mesilla, April 24
2004 Dixon All British Car Show, United British Sports Car Club of
13th annual British Car Days 2004, The British Motorcar Club of
Sacramento
Ohio, Columbus, Easton Town Center, May 16
Southern New Mexico, 505-524-8887
North Carolina, Winston-Salem, Apr 24 - 25
British Car Day XX, British Car Council of Central Ohio, 614-899-2394,
The Gathering, Triumph Club of the Carolinas
britsateaston@aol.com
Virginia, Alexandria, April 25, 2004
Everywhere, May 22 through 30
Special
Event "Drive your British car week"
Britain on the Green, Capital Triumph Register, (703) 339-5871,
cb1500@erols.com
Tennessee, Johnson City, Gourmet & Co., May 26
Drive your British Car Week Dinner and Show
Georgia,
Braselton
(outside
Atlanta),
Illinois, Champaign/Urbana May 28-30
Special Road Atlanta, April 30 - May 2
Champaign British Car Fest
Event
Spit-Together South, North American
Pennsylvania, Fort Washington, May 29th
Spitfire Squadron, hdspeck@mindThe Brits are Back at Hope Lodge, Delaware Valley Triumphs,
spring.com
610-825-2617, Klassiccar@aol.com
Now's your chance to drive the famous
Tennessee, Franklin, The Factory Restaurant, May 29-30
Road Atlanta! This event will be held in Eurofest, www.eurofestnashville.com
conjunction with the Walter Middy
Washington, Fife, Jaguar of Tacoma, May 29-30
Autofest and Grass Roots Motorsports
6th Annual Run to the Gorge, Puget Sound British Automotive Society,
Anniversary.
425-644-7874, ataub@worldnet.att.net
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For more events or to submit an event
visit www.TriumphSpitfire.com
JUNE
Kentucky, Louisville, June 5
Marques On The Green, British Sports Car Club of Louisville, KY Area
Virginia, Virginia Beach, June 5, 2004
Brits-on-the-Bay, Tidewater Triumph Register, 757-482-2577
Connecticut, Waterford, June 6
British by the Sea, Connecticut MG Club
Ohio, Perrysburg, June 6
The 6th Annual "The British Return to Fort Meigs",
Lake Erie British Car Club
New Jersey, Ho Ho Kus,
Hermitage House and Museum, June 12
A Touch of England, New Jersey Triumph Association, 732-968-4086,
karbuff@optonline.net
Indiana, South Bend, June 13
17th Annual Michiana British Car Day, Michiana Brits
Toronto Canada, Thomson Memorial Park, June 13th
Invitational Car Show, MG Car Club of Toronto, (416) 726-4023
New York, Cazenovia, June 20, 2004
Eurocar 2004, MG Car Club of Central NY, dlarkin1@twcny.rr.com
Wisconsin, Sussex, June 20
British Car Field Day, 262-521-1072
Ohio, Springfield, June 24 - 26
Triumph Register of America (TRA) 2004 Nationals, Miami Valley
Triumphs
Ontario, Mosport, June 25 - 27
VARAC Vintage Racing Festival, Vintage Automobile Racing Association
of Canada
California, Chico, June 27
16th Annual All British Car Meet, Chico Area British Car Club,
530-342-1821, efcp@sbcglobal.net
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Autojumble
Reach an international
Triumph enthusiast...
Advertise in the Spitfire &
GT6 Magazine Autojumble!
Rates:
1/6 page - $175
1/12 - $100
Save 30% with a 4 time contract!
call:

mail to:
Spitfire & GT6 Magazine
P.O. Box 30806
email to:
tom@triumphspitfire.com Knoxville, TN 37930

1-800-487-3333

North America’s only club dedicated to
Spitfires & GT6’s only!
For more information email
info@nasshq.org
or call (812) 533-1675

Get it Magnum Clean!
Magna Blast features built-in water
heating, highly portable wheeled
frames and quality machinery,
Magnum makes the most durable
and toughest hot-high pressure
cleaning systems affordable for
every enthusiast.

See all our other models at:

www.MagnumClean.com
or call: 1-800-963-4486

Cure the
“Spit Sag”

Harnesses and Connectors for
British Classic Cars & Motorcycles
British Wiring Inc.

20449 Ithaca Rd., Olympia Fields, Il 60461
phone or fax (708) 481-9050
www.britishwiring.com
britishwiring@ameritech.net

OUCH
Order a heavy-duty rear spring and
fix that lean on your 71-80 Spitfire.
Built the same as the stock spring with
an extra leaf so you get a stiffer rear
end and the stock ride height. Kit also
includes end bushings.

Tell us your story!

Only $149
to order visit:

for enthusiasts, by enthusiasts

M A G A Z I N E

Send it to
or call

865-690-1737
46

Products for the British
Car Enthusiast
parts, books, manuals,
clothing, tools...

info@triumphspitfire.com
or

P.O. Box 30806, Knoxville, TN USA 37930-0806
S p i t f i re & G T 6 M a g a z i n e • “ f o r e n t h u s i a s t s , b y e n t h u s i a s t s ”

High-Performance
Parts for
Spitfire & GT6

Performance Research Industries phone: 541-459-5442
1363 Duke St., Suite D
fax: 541-459-5303
New
Address
Sutherlin, OR. 97479
web: www.PRIrace.com

It took only one of our
“Stage 2” motors to
win the V.A.R.A. EP championship!!
inning!
Race-wrm
ance
Perfo

LIGHTENED FLYWHEELS
Next to our Keihin CR special
Carburetors, a lightened flywheel will give your car the
acceleration you never
thought possible.
Stock weight: 16.5 lbs.
Lightened: 9.5 lbs.

The most innovative Triumph parts in
30 years! We build the Baddest
Triumphs in all the land!
“PRECISION ENGINE BUILDING”
From Blue-Printed Mild
To Pro Racing Series
Our “entry level” Stage One 1500 rebuild nearly doubles the horsepower of these engines in their original
state.
Our Stage Two engine will give you the fastest 0-60
of any (non-racing) Spitfire tested and will run on
pump fuel!
Our Stage Three professional race-prepared engine
will put you ahead of the pack on the track!

1972 GT6 with Daytona wing and 16” wheels.
Air Dam also available.

SERIOUS STOPPING
POWER!
Aluminum Roller Rockers
Cylinder Head Conversions

Ultralight Piston Sets

Chrome Moly Rods

12" vented rotors and 4
piston calipers,
stainless steel
braided hoses
VisitEW
and performour N with
ance pads.

websniyteNEW
ma arts!
p

www.PRIrace.com
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